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a great boquct in her hand, am
gentleman said, ‘You have dropped some
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forms by which all this
corruption is carried
is by presents. Mr. A, as an oflice-hold<
has to deal with the
property and business interests of I>. tiie citizen.
Air. 1! goes to A
and says, “now deride on this matter or report on it as I wish and I will give you live
hundred dollars in cash.” A answers instantly in the words borrowed by Sumner: “Is
thy servant a dog that he should do this
thing?” C has the same question or another
to transact with A, the office-holder, but lie is
shrewder by far than his predecessor. He
buys ;i beautiful and An-Cy piano for the
Radical office-holder’s wife, and send sit to
her with bis compliments: or In Imv- some
Krie or Central Railroad bonds,
puts them in
a
pretty mull, worth sav seto nr >*."iO and gisethc mull, with a
meaning smile and a prettv
speech, to the lady, and then. our word (nr it.
the parties tiuing
“truly loyal,” all goes
“merry as a marriage bell.”
Now for the application of this. Does
anybody suppose that the gentlemen who made
those
for
(tenoral Cram
up
costly presents
never expected to have
any dealings with the
Government in his time, no interests at stake,
no offices to procure, or decisions, or
report-,
or remissions: no occasion, in a w >rd. to invoke the President's Influence? Suppose, to
illustrate, the President had just quitted tlm
office and this large donation had been tendered him—he a man with a nice sense of honor,
a “second
Washington”- -lie might well have
said: ••Gentleman, this will nut do. ll'ltak.this from you, people will ask what it is f.r
They will say you are paving me for favors
granted—for some perversion oi ni\ official
trust tor your private behoof and benefit.
No! if my country, if Congress shall vote in<
fills or a hundred thousand dollars a- a pr, p
cr allowance to a
retiring President and part
of a system, I may take it. but not this
|
valm ms- good name and scant to be alms■

flirt Osborne is, Philomcna!
First yon clerk at Cooke's remembered well that it had
know she will bo thinking his intentions are been presented by a man named llamsdcll,
serious and buy her wedding-gown, or some- clerk for a bounty agent in I’ark How, who
0
said he hadfound il in the Park
You ought to warn her,” said he.
thing.
“Uzziah is always a lesson forme,” replied
My mind went back at a wink to the hitheridle! we’ve been long together.
j or three applc-lmds, and a blossom or so. 01 : Philomcna, shaking her head. “I believe to unsuspected name ot Tip llamsdcll, the
Through pleasant and through cloudy weather; | course, she didn’t go under the car for that, meddlers generally make out no better than boorish newspaper clerk. I knew that lie had
'Tis hard to part when friends are dear,—
| but on to the ladies room; and then she look- he did; and suppose he put his hand to steady a brother at Elizabeth, and that this brother
Perhaps "twill cost a sigh, a tear;
! ed away, and lie W'cnt off. But it seemed he the ark with the best intentions in the world, had a spry son. So 1 arrested the boy, and
Then steal away, give little warning.
rapid
Choose thine own time;
| took the same train, for at the next station lie. i Things do better to be let alone according to myself ami another special agent went separhard, or a clayey nature.
In eur garden of an
III- demand for wood ha- -wept away our ton -t- of
Say not good night,—but in some brighter rliine ; came into the ear with the flower in bis but- my creed. But then,” she continued, break ately to work with him. The boy had been
me
aBill
•■•>«•
ha\'( always found fall stirring twice
good morning.
’!i tin old* r -<ttlcd portions.
and as it happened, she had one I ing out suddenly on the defensive, “I don’t well drilled, and nothing could shake' his
wood_ha- nearly
j ton-hole;
on her saeque -so they smiled again; I call Osborne
t“ h*' ti'cd a- fii' l
and the immense cm- idv ;T:i:;.-om a- spring: both be.-au-e the -oil i'pinned
Gray a flirt; he is only exceed- story that he had found the bond in the Park,
APPLE BLOSSOMS.
and more easily w a ked in seed tinv : is
and every time she looked up, he was just ingly kind-hearted and hospitable. For my while my colleague tried every means to bring
motion o! -it:.!
enlmn. ing greatlv it- cost, «, ! liner
from her, which was rather part, I don’t know what we should do, it out the truth.
earlier ,lsn.
Then 1 went, into him.
a c
bost and -upply of fuel hav*HOW THEY CAME TO TAKE THE PEACE OF looking away
»me b» be a j
awkward, of course. lie was quiet a nice every man thought only of sitting still and
t.
Plow in a throw-to the surla< myriads of do“15oy, where did you get that bond?''
OltANOE FLOWERS.
«•
--'ion in hi- ountry.
]i inking young man.”
“1 found it, sir, in the Park 1”
! being entertained. And, besides, 1 think it
i*. many foreign '-ountnes a kiml ol turf « ailed st rimt ive insect-. tola killed by winter’- frost-,
■•Not so very young though,” puL in Alice. 1 will amount to something this time.”
“Von lie, you rascal! Tell nn who gave
w ee
ns
to
mourn
for
them
as
for
tlie
little
ho
was
no
Bin
she
was
with
He
was
and
;
ilarge,
long licen use tor tins among the lower
it to you, and ii iTie rest are given up nobody
‘“Wasn’t? Well; and lie wore a diamond
Peter laughed a derisive man laugh.
i hit lnoti-a In- plow.-hart turned up.
slow, and she was swift; lie was pink, and
-tho-., lv-idinp near-v.'amj»s and hog-./utshirt front, and a blue neckT don’t see what there is about Osborne shall go to jail.”
Vnd if auilioritie- go for anything, m arly all she was pale; his name was Peter, and hers pin, and puffed
ii
.-sit pan nev ,q this earth and dryin:
it in the
He still protested that he had found it in the
tie,” she said. ••After she left the cars at Gray that turns all the women’s heads, even
'was Philomena.
or icpute an on the fall
ide
of
the
writer!
question.
hii tin!
and -mm-time- it ha been u.-e l. there
And these were the least of their diversi- Boston, she saw him again, looking after her, the married ones. He is wliatwould be call- Park. I talked to him awhile and found that
oini':
are open to any who can give hotter
Our
:
r 71:
-team engine.-. Am.: hut it r- to Yam |
She 1 ed a despi rate flirt in my country. And as he was not a bad boy; that lie had been to
ties for Philomena was alive with the warm, with the flowers still in his button-hole.
or a- : -tod tea -on- for he spring side of it.
miity and cnlerprisi the w or!d i- indebted
came down to her staid in Boston several weeks, and she met ] fur the flirtation amounting to something this Sunday School, and had some moral ideas,
that
nature
demonstrative
\\Y >:v one rea-oii. iioWevc i'. in favor of the lat•‘Verting oin ij-a• 11■ >> marshes and imeultivatI from Irish ancestors; and Peter had the the same man fifteen times, always with a time, so you have thought a dozen times be- and 1 pictured to him hell in all its material
cau.-e of the prelerte-, ami which i- probably th
horrors of sulphur, and thirst and lire.
"wvlauds into mice- of valuable I'm 1.
fore, to my certain knowledge.”
German blood ol some past genera- flower in his button-hole.”
I enec ^iveil to i!—the fai
that the soil i- Washed b) I sluggish
“The same flower?” interposed lYter, w ith
I <••
i- tin
“Now,” said I, “1 mean to make you lake
“Then there must be the thirteenth, and
tion. Yet they were as fond of each other
spongy substance foilmI in most H it
thus injured.
outre
rfac« loinnng 'storms, ami its fertility
and as happy together as people often are. an insulting, emhilons air.
you know there is said to he luck in odd num- an oath that will send von there it1 vim swear I
tilling up cavities in tin
And this leads us to condemn as bad practice For eleven
l’hilomena took no notice of his question.
false.”
years they had lived in the same
imposed of vegetable matter, such a| tiers,” added Philomcna, hopefully,
what we have so niton observed among farmers—
“And every journey he lias taken since i
The boy's lips turned white.
And most certainly there was, for at the
“1 canno^i
n
and various watci plaut- in different -tages
high, stone house, standing far back in the
the furrows up and down hill-sides instead centre ot wide
grounds, that sloped down be- she hassheeome across him in just the same J very moment she spoke, Osborne Gray, driv- take that oath,” he said; “1 can't go there. suspicion.
mjositioii and \vh"S, origin i-this: Where running
continued : and every time he sort ing with cousin Alice on an appropriately My father gave me that bond and told me to
For in long straight furrows on hind to a
of the other way.
lev. pools ‘.f v; ter cxi-t. in tempi rate climates
gorge and dingle, and were bound way,”
""it
in 111 it
Niimofi
m
:u i_rw Mi'-’ir
f only moderat.
descent, the wash of line in front by the principal street of the village. of smiles with his eyes, but gives no other lonely and romantic road, was asking the sell it.”
hill\ aporatimi is slow, various kind-of water
lo iWhat do you think of young lady to wear upon her engagement
We took the hoy’s affidavit and arrested his when a President is just about i
begin !,i
one dripping day. the sign of recognition.
dust
m
the valley- below must ho an enorbefore
into
dark,
parti
cuts, a ntsiie- an ldges, grow at >nmd tin- edge ;,
duties. lie can enrieh tin s.- donors ot the
it?” said she, bringing up suddenly.
who
had
a ring with
father,
become
the
a tiny ruby-apple set in
custodian
ot
the
and
eoaelt
rattled
street,
linger
mous !•■ »>, and winch would be nearly all preventTip
along
railway
.rlialI> T" icing each v« ar to h, foliovvcd by mu
“I don't thing anything of it in particular; I emeralds, while cousin Alice was blushing Ramsdcll's secret, tor Tip being a poor shvs- bind, aeli and all ot them, appoint tin :! r.
ed by plowing trail verse the hillEverywhere, stopped at the gate.
lalives or triend to ollicc. appoint the d.
'-sivc crops, ami, pushing toward- thecemr
in
an unusually
only
Hadn’t
has
come!
“Peter!
pretty girl, and an unusu- and dimpling, looking sly and sweet, ami ter, without mind, had nearly died of this themselves to
somebody
you
even on the sieepe-t hi!!-, you wall see this up and
O'O' the
.!
W hoi
high ltierati\.• oll'n s, ,oim m
man.
pool. These with mud ami
What
is
awful
there
to
it?”
it
oil
of
wealth.
The
?”
cried
Pliilo;
brother
ally
umbrella
susceptible
out
with
an
responsibility
putting
down plowing almost univer.-a i. gi\iug such im- better go
deed where they could by a mere stroke ot
mu kited among them form the proper
her sewing and running to replied I’eter.
Thus, after the flowers came the fruit; so Crosby, being a little sharper, Init not more the
j
mense loss percent, as would cause any merchant mcna, dropping
a liiiontor the nm-st
pell pay themselves baek a hundred et
“H ell,” said Philomena,impatiently, “why in good time
And thus these boggy
the door.
they went to live in the garden honest, had brought some ink to cancel the thousand
|
or hanker to fai' in three years.
Why this w asteful
times over, all they ever ad\.■/ | :
matiou- go m till in tin course of untold ages
Peter was lying on a sofa by the western dosen’t he try totnake her acquaintance some- i of Ellen together, the bride wearing apple in- name on the bond, and then had made a vens.metier:
Because with tlic common plow the furand if any man denies that the President
or cdse why does he follow her so?”
ture with No. IS,(bid.
how,
stead
We
ot
amount to from one io sixty feet in depth—on
found
half
the
a
window,
orange-flowers.
newspaper.
|
reading
cannot, be. turned up hill. Hut kind invention
row
“How should 1 know? Is that all?” rebonds on Crosby and half on Tip, and as we do these: things we simply point to th fe'
11
six
aver ‘a
r eight' mid only requiring such
“What?” said he, rustling his paper.
a ide the -itIt--hill plow' which makes transverse
had promised the boy, we let file poor pair of that tie'll, (irant has paid b:mk his emit:'
to he changed in- ii
Philomena did not wait to repeat her re- turned Peter picking up his paper.
•flu!■ >n a- time, pre- -ure ,v■
tors hy tiie fattest prize's in lib gift.
SECRETS OF THE POSTAL SERVICE.
l'unow- a- easily as the other implement does the
thieves up as umvoriliy of further notice.
mark, hut threw on a water-proof eloak, and 1 It was enough to makt Moses himself
ti* mineral eo.al.
During the war we understand that t.e
and
A
down
one-: and the difference in the cost of
and
not
meeker
of
the
Tribune
out,
Philomena,
shutand
Peter
himself
speak
up
aroused
correspondent
being
Chicago
.i
ha- long been known t'-*r riiny in the 1*<t
by the time
ill Dee- was tellde'red a house* as a gitt
than the loss from the wash of a
th two is 1.
by tie
tled to the piazza, she was at the gate with than lit exclaimed,—
| writes from Washington an account of the
GEN. GRANT, WHAT IS THIS?
hi- pity for‘‘the miscrabh peo|nvw
n'ury
citizens of Kiehmond, hiswlmle propern b<
“Cousin Alice, when we have another skilful detections of post office robbers. lie
An d here is just the umbrella, and her arms already full of
"I v;i acre every year
.>
(From the Washington Intelligencer.)
who dig and burn it for fuel: and all along quark
ing ill'll confiscated, or nearly \ altiide-s, h
where :dr. Franklin’s famous maxim—•• penny shawls and bags that somebody from within story to tell, we will address ourselves to the says a very large percentage of depredations
KNOW AI. I. MKN lit
I III.-I
< 'onfederate
VUKsKNTS.
rig*•- ski
history speak- of its m- and fr
and then we shall get all the on letters is made by the families of men who
pay a mere bagatelle', ami his is
sofa-cushions,
out.
the
coach
was
in.
foolish"—comes
w iand
passing
pound
I., ing supera >r to wood and eoal.
it'
l’eople may have their own notions about ble liardly lit for a servant. He re-fused tie
suiter (said Mr. Depro, the detective), as an
“It is enough for one to geL wet feet,” said advice we expect.”
in i.iir ,.wn
-untry tin supply of it is immense,
“Advice! Why, 1 don’t see anything tor example of which 1 recall just now, the name the conneelion of the I’re.-ident ami his fam house. After the war was ove r various I me
Peter, looking at his slippers.
NATURAL SCIENCE.
or his special
tiding from Maine where it is quite abundant,
personal ami political and e*.slates wi-re tcmlercel to him a> le*m
So lie just stood there till Philomena had cousin Alice to do hut keep along in her own of a celebrated claim agent of Washington j ilv,
La
week we spoke of the
On; \
i:.\, 11 s Csr-.
friends, with the late gold-gambling in New by his personal friends and admire rs
lie
■arough tin* Mb-stern States and a.-lai* south
The
fellow
does
He
in
the
to
was
habit
of
City.
so
her
lie
could
see
come
near with
way.
nothing annoy her,
receiving every Vork.
guest that
V irginia—nom south ot tin-: but all over tie- atliuitv of oxygen for mo-t tilings, ami that its unTInvy may believe or disbelieve Mr. had hist Arlington, lie-had nothing at ill. u
she was a lovely-faced little lady, with curls as 1 understand; and you cannot cuter a com- day large fees from his clients in all parts otj
(build's statements, made with such ter- helieve, and lie had a family b> support
A •?
If
true burning or eombiistion,
liewood and eoal are scam-, the peat de- ion with them was
and dimples.
And then he forgot all about plaint against a man for riding in the ears the country, and he came to the Post Office to j Jay
rible and distinct
•-ils ar- incalcuhiole.—one within Id miles o! tli rapidity of the burningdependingon the amount
They niav be- lvtlised tin- farms, each ami all; he- a-ked mi
slippered feet, and went out to help at the with a Mower in his mouth,” protested Peter. complain tlipt quantities of his letters were ; ue\ e ilie i'residctii prevision.
imtoci-M of ant direct in- !y !V>r'.vork. !!>'■ opportunity : > e-arn hi hr. a h
“Some men are just so sappy.”
h: -ag
containing enough to last that city l.oon of the a a- tli.it can he made to unite with a thing baggage with a great deal of hospitality.
I daily robbed of their remittances and returnNoeostlv pis
“lie has done something more than that,” ed to the writers with taunting remarks ap- vestment in tire gold business, thev mat be- and this In-is doing to-day.
ar- with all ii- increase of
“There is cousin Alice, Peter,” said Philopopulation. Along m a given time; as lire burns fa-ter when blown
said Philomena. “At least, somebody has; pended, as, “Didn’t you think this money was lieve. further, that a member of his own fam- cuts or bribes stain his hands. Contrast if
he R.acilic Uaiiroad it i- also almndant; and it is by winds or bellows only because more oxygen is mena.
Vim please, the conduct of the- ‘-rebel,” tie“I am very happy to make cousin Alice’s ae-1 and wo suppose it to be he. She continues going straight? You’re a fool to think that ily either did not dabble in gold, or that if
; incite,I bv good
judge- that the .-apply equals, tliu- supplied, ami a- iron when it forms iron ru-t
Airs. (Irani did so speculate that she did so
traitor,” the man i\ ho is disfranchised ley tileto
have
cash
sent
to
can
reach
her.
the
Robbed
with
much
said
anonymous presents
your
Peter,
agent!
bj on
sincerity.
"hap- overrun-, that u'coal, and that ii i.- a more ami woo l in decay burns slowly because slowly ijuaintaucc,”
private account, keeping the matter a dead laws ami even by a eoiislitiilional provision,
-1
And, indeed, he might be, for she w:(s \ First, of a book-mark, with a painted apple the post office man; try again !” The agent
ibh i'm l lor manufacturing or domestic use.
uniting with it.
blossom on it ; another time, a ehromo picture came to the Post Office with loud complaints secret from her husband all through, ami that for the’humblest employment of the- |-Ydcral
Th" vital process called breathing is nothing but delightful enough to be own cousin to the !
A
; -teiuatie plan of mainiin lure i- in operation
‘■I’ them in a frame made of apple seeds. of dishonesty there, and the postmaster asked his fmal order to sell gold w is given to Kut- of state government, with that of tin- imli\ i<I
aniqueen.
of
The
mouth
u
every
b--g recently opened at Ravenna, Ohio. Rut- burning—combustion.
tcrUeld njbr nr Injnri he was advised that tial whom Kaelh ais have made- Pivsieh-til ot
“1 am so glad to get here!” said Alice, as Yesterday he was in the ears again, and kept me to investigate the case.
door to take fuel, in tin form of food, into
aiiiV article giva a long and minute account of mal is
these little speculations had all been closed the- I 11 ite-11 State s, and let eamlol lm n atiswi-r
soon as site had count through the door; and such a nervous watch of her that cousin Alice
a
son
nomuNo
ms
katiieu.
ii ere--ary upparatu
mode of working sum dig- the cellar—the stomach—where it i- chopped tine
up.
became
real nervous : and to day what do y<m
They may believe Kutterlii hi innocent which of tiie two exhibits that i-e.arsi-iiess ot
bethe
first
then,
chair,
suddenly
sitting upon
I saw speedily that the emptied and return- as a lamb, Corbin a
ami S', nt. by a thousand channel.- to the furnaei
’-eat.
Thi> fllel.it say-,
ag tie
call bodePeter?
but
think,
the
paragon of purity and moral lil.ire, the- want of elclica.u ami hoieu
letter
earlier
to
gan
brought ed letters were
cry.
the lungs where it unite- with Hit oxygen of the
'!’>•’ a* a les> prje.• than the be-t eoal. and the
superscribed with the left honor, tlm whole Kxeeut'ue Mansion a par the insensibility to the approaches ami bonPeter stepped awkwardly hack, feeding as this !”
hand. It bothered me to know what object
.f preparing it foi the market is lightei th in air to make the animal heat that warms the body, much out of
Philomena hold up, as she. spoke, an extieularly white and pure institution touching dages ot corruption which marks him out a
place as an ox in a lark’s nest,
there could be in thus returning the covers of tin* whole
.iib-ed in coal mining. I: »-an be afforded as and is as truly a burning a- that on the hearth or while Philomena came still nearer.
so
gold business; the New York a proper person to is- cxe-lmh-el from ll pubquisite ivory breast-pin,
delicately carved robbery, and 1 was sure that no post, office
»vv
i- £4.bO per ton
grand jury, who indicted this brace of worth lic servie-e.
atul it is nl&rc ccoitom- tli grat-. And tin great object of breathing is
“Anil 1 am so glad you are here. Aren’t in the form of a cluster of apple buds that clerk would be so
absurd.
ies, they may deem grossly uncharitable, to
even Peter’s
i'o burn up tin file: to get heat, ami to
two-fold:
al t ban eoal."
quiet blood beat a calm approval
you well, cousin Alice?” she said, in a flutter
1 dropped a couple of letters to the claim
say the least—all and much more they mav
of its beauty.
It i- rich in carbon—the fuel element -the uver- get iln fuel out of the way so it shall not clog and of sympathy and alfeetion.
CAPTURE OF COUNTERFETERS.
and in a day or two called upon him believe if
“What can I do, <xmsiti Peter?” said Alice, agent,
they can. Km there -till vmain
Hut Alice, by way of answer, laid her face
v o|
tlii- ill tlif peat bogs ofth l ilit- d State- be- hurt the system.
(' il. Wllitcly. "f the I niicil si lieT.-i
“Who gels your mail from the Post Of- certain facts known of all men in i b n. Irani'I don’t wish, of course, to
in the -ame way ami foi the same object, there is on Philomena’s shoulder, and crying the in a Mutter.
nt., frequently ri-ilig h> 7<* -r 7d
ing aboil. do pei
fice ?”
-tie
ha\
matters of public record, and of sen ice division, am! his dclcctii.
these
history,
1
and
cannot
return
them
“1
so
to
be
am
keep
more, only repeated,
things,
a. trite horning wherever a drop of red blood goes
glad
per coni.
“My son brings it every morning.”
which nobody i ignorant. We mean hi ae
.•ceded in rapt ill ing a gang of c. >u it. t. it«
to anybody.”
For every warm-blooded here.”
rile charcoal in ch from peat i- \ r> dense and throughout the body.
it’s your son that, is robbing you !”
“Well,
eeptance of large sums id' ninny, of houses regularly organized lor the purpose ,,i man
them
aside ; that will not be keeping
Pi
ter picked tip his newspaper, which was
“I.ay
of
and
in
itblood
amount
hairon,
animal
large
The old man tlnshed up, indignantly:
is superior t<> that from othpun-; its heating
and lands, &,•. we believe it wmid rerpiirca
always a lent of retreat to him. < Mice behind them,” replied Peter.
er -ourccin puddluiL amt air-foni.“My son. sir! That is a slander! It is im- pamphlet to give a full list and we -hotild iifaetiiring and selling coimterfei: t• i•...
improving p< i-he wi lh.'in it but it form- no part of the an- that lie
“Sometimes
a man seems to be a real comlie
be
social
or
he
silent,
might
might
What then its use: When the
lie quality f the iron melted, tic -! reugth of this imal .-! 'iieturepossible ! hc> is the soul of honor and m\ yet make only one item of tin library which stamps, securities and money. It i- -aid th it
and indillerent to any degree; for, fort in the way of clearing up and setting chief
food enter- the lungs and moody
assistant.”
cim* ibnv« hat of i: mi made witli ordinary eliar- iron contained in dr
Air. Hoar gave, under the erroneous impresand
lie
sometimeis
no better than
it,
ot
sins.
like
covered
a
multitude
straight,
many of flu* parin'- are < • f good standing out
charity,
“Well, do you want me to examine him?” sion, we
xvit!, tin* air, the oxygen of the latter
and made with peat charcoal, iron will not there aii\i
fear,]that_he had exhaii-ted their con- reputation in this city. Virginia ami N nlh
It’ the level of interest in the talk around him a‘tow-string, remarked Philomena, who had
of
iron
“Yes,
but
will
fmd
it
oxide
it
vain,
lie
forms
with
sir;
the
.-am
.mi
!/.f~
you
tents. Heaving out any mention of the items,
up..a
a
•i-linici
up.-rior al-o for making -tcel and gunrose abovethat in the paper, lie could join in the
way of making charges against men as a is
Carolina are eoniprouti-. !.
The dci.-et-v.-this whirl- away through a
or
ii m I u-t
ami
my only son.”
as only calculated to consume time ami contalk, hut he fell no personal responsibility in ! body, and not Peter as an individual.
powder.
1
the
came
in.
and
addressed
>omc
boy
e 'iiut. il. il
i’Ii
oh;.Min 1- esa-rywhere meeting
Directly
fuse the judgment, we may sav the money ■aptlired a large ipiautit! "1
And
then
the
dinner
hell
In Kng- tbou-.e.:
V o- gen* 'ating -! am •' i- in’, ahiahle.
man
must
it
worth
for
a
opportunely rang. him
making
hearing,
to unite
value ot these various presents accepted and stamps, etc and plates,
Vot many days after, Philomena and cousin
m l
uid. f •ama am! ir« laiul it ha- hen u-> d in steam- unburned t'm ', the oxyecu leave- tin iron
keep up with his newspaper.
pr,'i-.es.
paper,
“Did
two
letters
you receive, yesterday,
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ean furnish for ita cents the No.; *4.00 a year:
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The red-backed envelope one of them ever made a dollar by tie gov- they were held in custody, ■'ll wa- now a
never turned ; but uncle Barker is a pillar of obliged by his code of courtliness to lie some- time afterward.
m< nthh.
testimony against any such a compensating what polite to I’liilomena’.s guest. Which- turned undermost in the ransacking, and left ernment? Take, too, tlw public mru of t lie ■ertained that an engraver named Ketibeu
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and still' his hair always stood up on his head. walked with the ladies to their door, saying mistook it for a covered newspaper. I le there- wore in public service in various capacities Held Street, Iioslon, had been emploved to
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fore left, it, anil so did successive clerks, till before the war- Davis, ( ’lav, Cobb, Hunter, engrave l’. S. b-i'0 bonds for this gang.
of the earth's surface, It does the same way now, only being snow little and looking more.
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Smm weeks ago we put out the inquiry whether
“Come in, won’t yon ?’’ asked l’hilomena. the newspaper sorter came along. Discover- Mason, ISreekinridge—who will say that one W hilely despatched I wo men to I’.o-ton, Mon
and often much more. As the new vapor is always white it looks like a halo instead of a burning
all or spring i* the better time for breaking-up
I will eatl this ing this prize among his books and newspa- of these ever made money by bis ollieial po- day
“Not now. thank you.
rising, the amount of rain that falls (luring a year bush. Do you suppose it is in token of aunt
evening. On their arrival they called
to tlieir assistance Wood and Heath, deice
plowing. In reply many intelligent and practical is very large. At one place in the Himalaya mount- Betty making such a martyr of him?”
I have a little business with pers, the latter was seized with a sudden im- sition?
#veninjj.
farmers have kindly given their views, a very large ains as many as dOO indies deep tails in twelve
On the other hand, look at the Radical lead- lives, ot that city.
Peter took out his newspaper and began to I’eter,” lie replied.
pulse to steal it, and it was at once transferred
Tuesday morning the
months—or enough if it all fell at once to cover the
The business was imperative, and lie came, to the pocket of his overcoat, which was ers, and see how many of them have grown lour entered Carpenter’s establishment and
proportion of whom give a decided preference for land with water twenty-live feet deep. In San unfold it.
“I thought you had something to tell me. promptly, lie came, and he kept coming hanging close by.
spring plowing, l>elieving that land broken up til Francisco do to td inches fall annually. In the
suddenly rich in the last eight or even four arrested him while employed in engraving
The thiet’s name we may call Tippy Rams- years. How is it? How did they make these pass on the Washington and liallimore Kail
that time is, somehow, they cannot tell why, more Sierra Nevada the annual fall is from live to six I am all ears,” said he.
after evening, and morning; while
evening
feet.
“We prefer you to be part tongue,” replied cousin Alice, too shy and quiet to frighten a dell, and, when he got home and opened it, large sums of money, and how, on Sto.OOO per road. Immediately after his arrest he siinvn
productive than if plowed in the fall.
cousin Alice.
With far less practical experience in the matter
feeding fawn, gave no sign of snares and the poor pauper was so overcome to find him- year in currency, do they manage to live at dered to the ollieer.s a one thousand dollar
The tide of Old World emigration, which once
Peter smiled at this, and began to trot his traps until, before the wary bachelor knew self possessed of $10,000 instead of a ten dol- the extravagent rate many of them do? If
liond, which he had lieen employed to
than these persons possess, yet several reasons so.
regularly towards the West, now flows in tre- foot, which was an excellent
a whole lied Sea of infatuated love was lar bill, that he Was frightened out of his lit- any one of them will leach us the art by
it,
engrave
by a man in this city who was hi iInsign.
oniliKne to make us think fall the better time.
mendous currents, from Europe westward and
tle wits. Ho hid the bonds for nearly two which one dollar will do the work of live or last, stages of consumption.
It is ln-lieved
Then Philomena looked at cousin Alice, flowing over his doomed head.
1.
It is a season of more leisure, and when the from Asia eastward, both making the shores of
Still l’hilomena doubted as much as hoped years, and we, meantime, having exhausted six, (and that honestly.) we will own our- that several hundred thausand dollars ol these
America their aim. Thus there is being formed a and cousin Alice looked back to Philomena
teams are in letter condition for the labor.
huge national sandwich—English and Irish on our with consenting expression; so Philomena remembering the long procession of girls all means of detection, had given up the task. selves under lasting obligations.
stamps have lieen put in circulation, and if is
I*
work is done early the turf will much Atlantic coast, Asiatics on the Pacific, and the nawe received a
Now, we have mentioned all Ibis gross no- alleged that numerous oilier prominent per:
who had, one by one gone into the blue ;
“lhmd
Suddenly
dispatch
began.
as
Uvompose during early rail, ami so much plant tive population and troublesome sons of Ham
“The best of it was more than a year ago, chamber of Osborne dray’s heart. And so number IS.GOl has turned up.” \Vc traced it | torious corruption in Congress, the executive sons in this city are under surveillance, for
the middle layer.
If that won't he esteemed a
food be prepared for next year’s
to the New York house of day Cooke & Com- otlieeholders, and the Radical State govern- whose arrest sutiieient evidence has not vat
“Alice did l’efer.
crop.
meal to tin* taste of the world when we about the apple blossom,” said she.
powerful
A
111 p1 antf must have
wa- changing cars at Pidgeon. on her way to
“Why don't you fell eon in Alice what a ! pany. It was a small bond lor Slim, and the ments, merely to iv tb it one of tile leading been obtained to wamant.
[.their food in the are all mustered.then the world lia no la te.
liquid

1

Tin.

ind

a-

the iin<T that food tin*

more

leadily it i- di -olved.it follow-that those mi aim
Putnam*- M agazine lor \oveinb' r. among if
ip
xee!l» nt articles i.~ one bailing file above ami method-, which h -t iml’.ami/-* the soil mu-t !*«■
B Real!!''hi. which,
ing l«*ng and ; the best. >.'o\\ lYo-t is nature's vast mill to grind
> \\
a- no hinnan mean- can, both
r at<
not adme copying, and -o u p and d >•«omp'
hii -pa<< ih-.
I If ill this
Hilda used lonil. lie-mineral aud th organic elements of tin soil,
crv
flu stlh-Tanr.
» :■
t >1 in*■ is at all times and to all per- and lit tie in to lveoni' plant food. For this reason,
"
ranking next to food a- a esj>;'<• ially. wi think fall must he greatly superior
important
"d v .if man
certainly for-oils
\istem
The
increase to spring time for this bo-ine
1
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LIFE.

l.if.'l [ know not what thou art,
But know that thou and I must part;
And wlu n. or how, or where we met.
! ow u to mc-'s a secret yet.

:

a

! of
your flowers, Miss, though 1 don’t know
! as you care for them.’ She looked around
anff saw, quite under the ear, a spray of twr
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GOV. HOFFMAN ON THE VICTORY.
Ai.ii.yny, X.Y.. Nov. (i. Governor Hoffman
last night, in the course of his speech in response to a serenade by the “Jaeksonians,”
said: ‘Y notice that most of the Radical papers in Albany and New York arc asking.
What will they do with it?’ that is, with the
victory. 1 am hardly disposed to tell them
just yet. I prefer to give them a little time
to digest the returns, and when these are digested I propose to give to them some information as to what we will do with it. In my
observations I have* found that knowledge
suddenly acquired is never very profitable,
lint I will tell them in general terms one or
twothings we propose to do. We propose to
make the Legislature of the State of New
York honest, and that is what they have not
done in some time. We propose to use the
Legislature for the purpose of promoting the
interests of the mass of the people and not the
interests of the few, which the Radicals have
not done for along time.
The F.veiling Journal iias stated that for
many years there have been a few men in the
Republican Legislature who could be bought.
We will show then that in a Democratic Legislature there ivill be none ot that kind. IV e
propose to give to the people ot the State ot
New York, all over, the right of self-goverume. t; we propose to abolish such laws as infringe upon the rights of localities and secure
,i
them Ihe right, to govern themselves;
we will not abolish such laws and give the
people something worse, hut will give them
We propose to make the State
better laws.
ot New York and the government in all its
branches thoroughly Democratic. Iam aware
ot ihe responsibilities this victory imposes on
me as Kveeutive of this State; 1 realize their
magnitude, and 1 will not say that I have no
fear of them, hut by the help of the people and
their representatives and all the good counsel 1 can get, 1 hope in my sphere to so disharge ils duties that the people Yvil! approve
I believe that tlie Legislature
mv action.
w iiirh is about to assemble and legislate upon
the affairs of this great State, will act with
sueh wisdom and discretion as to show the
people of the Slate and country that the Democrats of the State can he as moderate in the
hour of victory as they liar been patient in
the hour of defeat. We will be discreet and
and tolerant: we will recognize honest men
among our adversaries; we will deal justly,
ael honorably and promote the great interests
of the people of the State ot Ncyv York, Yvho
have demanded and worked a change.
■

THRILLING NARRATIVE.
letter front Capt. Rounseville. of the
whaling schooner Susan N. Smith, ot Boston,
gives the lollowing sad account of the loss of
his ve-sel, all of his officers, boalsteerers and
l;i nt his crew, in a hurricane on the 28th of
August, ('apt. Rounseville’s wife and two
children, who accompanied him on the voyage, were also lost:
It began to blow fresh on Saturday night,
Aug. 27, and I made all snug for the night.
At 2 o’clock in the morning of the 28th the
gale increased. About II o'clock lost waist
and larboard boats, and heavy seas were con-i.antlv sweeping over the decks and tilling
them with water. Soon found the vessel
could not live by lying-to, so kept her oil' before the wind. I nit the foresail soon blew
awav, the wind having increased to a perfect
hurricane. After running for about half an
hour the man at the wheel became alarmed
and let the vessel come to the wind, and we
h ist our last boat, the schooner laying deep in
the water, but 1 did not think there was much
danger, the vessel being so good and new. I
told my wife not to be alarmed, but she dressd hersell and laid down with both children
in tin' berth. I then took an axe in order to
int away the foremast, as the water had got
to the hatches, on deck, and the lee rail was
under water. Went forward and cut the
tore rigging clear; tried to cut the mast
111rough,, but before 1 could do so the schooner
blew entirely over on her side, her masts in
the water, and 1 was washed away. After
iicing knocked around for a few minutes, got
to the main rigging and endeavored to get to
the cabin, but a heavy sea came and washed
all on deck away. I got hold ol the crosstrees on the mainmast and held on, the sea
A
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CAPTAIN KIDD AMONG OUR SHIPS.

credible that a newspaper published in the Slate of .Maine, where the prosperity of the people is so closely connected
li is

hardly

slopping interest,
deliberately argue against any and
all plans for Congressional relief to this
perishing industry. It is still harder to bewith the welfare of the

should

lieve that such a paper could be found in the
city of Belfast, where three-fourths of the
accumulated wealth of the people is the result. of

building and sailing ships—whose
population is largely made up of shipowners,
ship-builders, ship-captains, sailors, carpenother workmen whose labor goes
into shipping. Yd the Progressive Age of

ters and

says in substance that the shipping
is well enough, ami that we ought to
interest
j
I be content! We make a '.notation from its
this

city

issue of last week—
••uur snipping interest is inn a vnai interest.
Ollier interests are of as great, ami even greater
importance. Our annual proiluets of bivadstutfs
amt cotton and wool and minerals are. every year,
equal to, and in tile tirst named articles, in vast excess of our own consumption.
Were we to build
no sea-going ships nor engage ill the foreign carrying trade, we should perceive the difference bitt
little, so vast arc our resources."

What kind of vitality
does tile Age suppose the sea-coast ol'Maine
would have, should its plan he carried out,—
her ships suffered to go to decay, her shipNot

vital interest !

;i

which he made of it, the name of
ascendency.
It does seem to me that there is no branch of in- Mr. Peabody will always awaken the gratidustry that is more worthy encouragement at the
hands of the Government than this 'l’lie proposi- tude of millions on both sides ol the ocean.
tion is simply that the Government shall take its Born to a
meagre inheritance in the little
heavy bands off this branch of industry. AVe ask
town
of
he steadily pursued the
relief
Danvers,
mi
AVe
ask
for
bonus.
nothing except partial
noble

H.

EDITOR AND

DEATH OF GEORGE PEABODY.
Wlnit we have lost England lias gained. Before the
war we had gained so largely in the long and arThe leading event ol the week is the anduous struggle that we leu. Now we are behindhand more than two million tons. At the present nouncement of the death of the eminent
time more than nine-tenths of the importations of
banker and philanthropist, George Peabody,
foreign merchandise into New York arc made in
foreign bottoms. This is a proposition to enable the who expired at London on the 5th inst. Alship-builders of this country to do something to renot a great man, and undestinguislied
store our supremacy. If tins proposition be carried though
into effect, in ten years the tonnage of this country, save as the
possessor of vast wealth and tiie
instead of being behindhand, will lie again in the

from taxation that is absolutely destroying us for
the benefit of wealth manufacturers, already suf-

which arc suggestive—■■
Ship "Cmkumti’d" about 1SOO tons, was to be
launched at Hath, on Saturday afternoon. from

paragraphs

If

.V. Sewall. She is the last ship on
die stocks, with die exception of Houghton Bros—
rather a blank winter in prospect, when, in the
healthier condition of onr commerce onr shipbuilders have produced about tin.OOD tons per annum in
this district.

tions, of

course

and what

more

American, aye
them ?
and if

vve

the

products

must send them

lilting
Maim:

it

men-

abroad,

and proper than that
ships should carry

We raise here none of those articles,
vve do not get the carry ing trade vve

get nothing.

yardofB.it

tlie

Three ol the Bath banks have just declared the
following semi-annual dividends: First National
s
]>,.!■ ,jmt; Bath National li per cent: Sagadahoc
National 0 per rent.
This shows pretty conclusively the present

The Age hits upon a luminous illustration
breaking completely over me. Alter daylight the gale moderated, and 1 remained un- of its argument in the following:
tendency of business matters on the coast ol
til 2 o’clock in the afternoon, and then got to
"Wore our sen-going shipping nil vve lent, vve
The splendid ships, of which we
the vessel. One man who was with me was might possibly afford io mnke il n pet interest, but Maine.
washed oil and drowned and the shipkeeper,
alter getting on board, sat down and died.
My wife and children 1 never saw again. Alter remaining on the wreck in a space ol eight
feet, for eight days and nights, during which
time we were without food or water, my sell
and lour of my crew were taken oil' by the
bark Hart worth, ('apt. Oxley, of Shields, and
taken to London. We were in a fearful condition,but the captain's kind care saved our
I was badly bruised and had my breast
lives.
bone broken.

when we ivtleet Hint our intornnl shipping interest,
which navigates our interuni sens and rivers, igreater in amount than our ocean stopping interest,
the question is, what is to lie done in regard to that
interest ? Is it also to receive bounties and subsidies?"

On Thursday
learn from the Providence Journal,
Rev. Nathan Hathaway of Bristol received a
letter dated Providence, purporting to come
from Deacon John A. Wood, ill which lie was
invited to supply a vacant pulpit in Providence
Mr. II. replied affirlhe following Sunday.
matively and requested his correspondent to
On his arrival Saturmeet him at the depot.
day he was met by a young man of about 20
years, who stated that he was Deacon Wood’s
son, that his father was ill, and that he had
been detailed to meet Mr. Hathaway and eslie then proceeded
cort him to his lodgings,
to Mrs. Kent's boarding house, on South Main
street, entering which he showed the reverend
gentleman to a room on the second story. Alter a few moments conversation the young
man presented a pistol at the breast ot Mr.
Hathaway (who is a man of considerable
property) and telling him he was in a house
of ill repute, where any outcry AVOllld be
disregarded, ordered him to hand over what
money lie had about him. Mr. Hathaway had
but si, which the rascal took, remarking that
it was not enough, and then required his victim to write a check for $1500. Wood then
pul up his pistol, set to work packing up his
clothing preparatory to quitting the house,
and Mix Hathaway left and went to a lawyer,
who told him that payment of the cheek could
lie slopped and advised him to report the
affair to the police. This was done, and the
Chief of Police, accompanied by two officers
and Mr. Hathaway, repaired at once to the
house, hardly expecting to find the perpetrator of the robbery but he had not finished putting tip his things, and was arrested. lie acknowledged all. It was subsequently discovered that the young man had lived in Mr.
Hathaway's family for two years, but had so
disguised himself by means of a wig and
other articles that he was not recognized by
his former employer. Instead of being Deacon Wood’s son lie is John W Andrews ol
Norton, Mass., tvhere he has parents living
lie has been in Providence for some time, dofont
ing business as an apothecary. He had
lx titles of strychnine in his possession when
arrested. It is supposed that he expected
tlr. Hathaway to have more money in hi;
possession than was actually found, and that
it was his intention to administer the. poison,
rob him and leave him in the room. Andrews admits that he was well treated while
living with Mr. Hathaway, and does not show
that he was in pressing need of money, ant
there seems not to have been any special mo
live for the serious crime he has committed,

Age seems not to understand that foreign Those who hoard their funds, and trade upon
tonnage doesn't navigate ‘‘our vast internal the necessities ot the public, tire getting
rich. On their capital, without a turn of
seas and rivers," and consequently American
steamers, tlat-boats and canal boats have il their hands, or risking a penny, they make

Si\iit i.u: Cask ok Ciumk.

last,

as we

II the

anything of the subject it
Age
is endeavoring to discuss, it would know
that our sea-going tonnage needs to be put on
a footing of cost that will enable it to comknew

pete with tin* foreign shipping that is its riv
al in the

carrying

trade of the world.

own way.
But in the great marts
of the world, where ships seek (heir business,
arc the maratime nations, with their low cost

ships,
We

are

competitors.

thankful that this foolish argument
the interests of Maine is not universal

are

against
in the

Republican party. Mr. McCulloch,
Secretary of the Treasury, made an able
argument in favor of sustaining the shipping
late

interest in

one

of his annual reports, in which

he said—
It is :in important truth that vessels can tie hllilt
very much cheaper in the British Provinces than in
Maine. Nay. further, that timbercau he taken from
Virginia to the provinces, and from these provinces
to England, and there made into ships which can he
sold at a profit; while the same kind of vessels can
only be built in New England at a Ins- by the most
skillful and economical builders. But the evil does
not stop here.
If the only loss was that which the
country sustains by the discontinuance of ship-building, there would lie less cause of complaint. Il is
a well-established general fact that the people who
build ships navigate them, and that a nation which
ceases to build ships ceases, of consequence, to lie
a commercial and maritime nation.
Unless, therefore. the causes which prevent the building of ships
in the United States slut]I cease, ttie foreign carrying trade, even of its own productions, must he
yielded to other nations. To this humiliation and
loss the people of the United States ought not to lie
subjected. If other branches of industry are to
prosper, if agriculture i- to tie profitable, and manufactures are to lie extended, the commerce of the
country must lie restored, sustained, and increased.
The United States will not lie a first class power
among the nations, nor will her other industrial interests continue long to prosper as they ought, if
her commerce shall he permitted to languish.

These
—and

had

are the words of wisdom and justice
coining as they do from a western
we specially call to them the attention

so

much

reason

to he

proud,

out of existence. The. rich returns

are fading
they made,

which created the wealth of the sea-board,
'flic skilled mechanarc no longer received,
ics

arc

The

idle—the

sixty

ship-yards

are

deserted.

thousand tons of the

largest
single ship on

trict have shrunk to a
stocks.
But everything is not unprofitable?
no!

Oh,

The

all their

Money lending

is

disthe

profitable.

from twelve to sixteen per cent, profit!
The times are good enough for them !
They don’t want things different! They can’t
see why everybody should not be satisfied !
The world goes well with them. It wags on
beautifully. They invested in bonds, that
pay no taxes. The government takes care
of those bonds, locked up in the Treasury,
charges nothing for its care, and lets them
year. It pays
them seven and three-tenths interest in gold.
And then it issues ninety per cent, of National Bank hills to the owners of the bonds—
cut off the coupons

twice

a

loaned for ten or twelve pm
That makes about twenty-five

which bills

are

cent. more.

per cent, on the outlay.
Who supposes that capitalists will build
ships, at §90 per ton, to compete with foreign

sliiiis that
them such

cost

§ to, when Congress offer,-

magnificent

chances at

fleecing

these?
This is the way the State of Maine is prospering under the rule of the National Bankers—for it is their rule. They control Conhas
gress as they please. The money power
of
the
counand
the
enterprise
industry
got
as

try by the throat, and is choking it
Commerce is

dying,

but

Shyloek

he said that the duties
entering into a ship of
is

nearly

on

hundred tons,
five thousand dollars in gold, and
seven

Forney. No doubt this will be a
very amusing paper, and will get a large
circulation. It is to be edited exclusively by

ment.

But the House is aware that an American

ship has no such advantages. She competes with
her great rival on a free-trade basis. The St. John
ship comes into the port of New York and gets the
Wi same freight and is subject to the same insurance
the best “colored” talent to be had.
for
columns
The only privilege the
its
in
as
the American ship.
shall look
profound essays
is that of the coastwise trade,
on “Rape,” the “Art of Committing Murder I American ship lias
and that is hardly appreciable. From Ibis statewith Razors,” “IIow to Open Oysters”, the I ment of the committee
the House will readily see
“Science of White-washing as Comparer ! that the question is whether our ships shall be drivwith the Art of Frescoing,” “Importam ! cn from the ocean or not. They certainly cannot
Hints on the Method of Handling the black- compete at such odds. In the great race for eom; mcreial supremacy our old enemy lias latterly made
ing brush,” “How to Wait at Table am
strides in advance. Before the war we
Clean Clothes,” and “The Perfect Way ol alarming
had live and a half million tons afloat. But or ships
The
were burned by British pirates, and our ship-ownVoting in Every County in a State.”
ers were obliged to sell them for protection, until
new paper has a wide Held to work in anr
now we have not four million of American tonnage.
will no doubt be a success. [Express.

weighing Si'j pound- ha- l»eeu caught
river at Augusta, ami they are
expertiug
whale along soon.
1

■

-i.
I think that wo- ; Two families in ('alais ha\e been ma le
When ('apt. Noah, of the Belfast Journal sends was hanging out clothes.
elu*e>e brought from t:;• xx -1.
his rooster out again, he, the rooster, may think
poisoned
I*y
eating
man was precipitate, aim lniiisposeu id make
himself well off' if he should ever return again.
Bangor is again agitating the matter <•(' ii:n>r.• \eThe depth of the waters of radicalism are increas- proper allowance for the inclinations of youth
ment of the water-power at Trent’> F ill--.
ing every moment. We advise our cotemporary to anil
beauty. Suppose when Jacob met Rachel
Rockland and Batli are having a iiveh di-iission
keep his"rooster undercover. [Maehias Republican.
at the well anil helped her water the cattle, over their
respective claims to be the point at which

He, the rooster” will that her guardians had treated him thus—
But the friends of the what would have become of the
patriarchal
old hen that conducts the Republican should line? Instead of that, the old folks were
advise her to get into close order her scatter- rather glad to see him, made things agreeaed tail feathers, because the exposure is un- ble, and the chronicles record that “Jacob
Don’t be troubled.

The Portland Daily Advertiser is one ol
tlu> most valued of our exchanges, and wc
have welcomed its daily visits for the pasl

A Portland

correspondent

of the Poston

Daily Advertiser relates the following episode of the recent flood on the Sandy River—
.V short time ago a close-fisted farmer in that
region died after devising one dollar to his only son.
The old gentleman was duly buried in the venerable churchyard, which suffered a.terrible washing
away by the flood, and a short time ago his body
was" found opposite his son's place, having been
brought down the river a long distance. When the
tender-hearted son was informed of the fact lie
made the touching remark,
Probably come back
after that dollar!”

All these are gathered in the weekly
good selection of miscellany, foi
We want it understoof
circulation.
country
a

When the season of festivity approaches—
when Thanksgiving turkeys are fattening anf
the Christmas pies can bo snuffed by the nos-

of himself.

seemly.

tive.

with

care

Could the
Democrat.

bly

These

Atwood is

an

order oysters.

excellent

man

front whom tc

kissed Rachel and lifted up his voice and i The Bangor Whig laughs at the Lewiston .Journal
for complimenting the LexviMc •buirwept”—although it is hard to see what there newspaper
nal book printing. Harper's Weekly doe- substanwas to cry about.
at
tially the same thing—suppose the Wlr: tirBoston still threatens to enlarge her borthem.
ders.

Havingswallowed up Roxbury and

chester, she evinces
town and

an

Cambridge.

Twenty years

appetite for Charles- wheat-producing
Where the

annexa-

tion fever will stop is hard to sav.
Boston is to have her share of Father
cinths, the dissenting French priest. A
mittee of

Dor-

Hyacom-

Ministers” has waited on him at New York, and reports that he
will come here early in November. But he

“Evangelical

i

there is a disposition among many laus that the Ethiopian, though
his skin, would also be- dies to consult individual wants, means and
taste, independent of the hitherto acknowlto the white man’s party.
edged sources of “the mode.” Good sensi-

the

Whig would
change

tell

if he could

imagination—then Atwood fron long
his vast emporium of oysters at 49 Centre
Congress has been gradually exempting vessels
street, Portland, sends his respects and a kef from revenue taxes, tili none now remain. [Prog.
of fat oysters to each of the editors.

There are nearly seventy-live lime kilns in operation at Rockland. (Experiments are now in operation to substitute coal for wood ill burning the lime.
With a little wood to produce the Hash that shall
force the gas through the kilns, the coal works well.

twelfth

il

on

ago Pennsylvania wa- the
State in the Cnion—in*w

Sara

>

■-dr-

tie side of William II.dinelias lain since the first battl
rivderieUdiurg. Dee. Htb, 1*02.
If tirst e|ib|.
a a: !lishoulder,
and gradually worked
right
\ a', down ...nil it
lay mid, rtln arm. wliem-e it v

lal.

II ;gh
Sunday.

on

The Newburyport Herald don't like K v
lecturer—and calls hot “\eal>."

Fit Ma-

A delude.1 .lersoymail oll'ered t<» hold a baby fora
voting widow on the Soulliside railroad, N\ ediic'da \
while she went to see her uncle. Minus wat. h and
poeket-hook. and with an India rnhher doll in hi"
arms, he has been waiting tor henvtmyi cvei -in

Age.

ble street costumes and stout boots are much
than formerly, ignoring pan-

more common

turned his back to her in bed.

The State Police in Massachusetts ire again seizing tin* harmless lager beer, now that electi..u c
over.

Hon. Nathaniel d. Miller, a prominent cili/en of
Portland, died on Saturday, and Jahez c. Woodman, a well known lawyer, died on Sunday.

i!

out.

ii

lli

•!!•»•■ »1 11 oust

s

in <i

line 1

a r<

bin

wa-

.1

I’ve, prison •)•-'. Williams and I.ibby, escaped f
1 si asset iail
on tin* Itli by means of false ft
w iilianis ba> !•< <11 retaken.

\\

M■ *tin( ( arli.in, lYnusyly auia, recently, tlm*.
beltl another hov over .1 tire they had built f
plirpos. until lie yvas <0 I>:i«11\ boun d that
r\ i- m arly
Impedes-..

M
•be
r

>

•.

fin1 boys in Portland get pocket money by >t«\.
in- i be I Mutes ot the dead from a cemetery and
in them lo be ground.
fbe farm in Yorktoyvn, Ya., upon yviiich la
ornyvallis surrendered his forces and signed t».
ni’ii- l'-s of capitulation, was recently mid for ?
«

(1)0.

Dreehy, who lidlft get elected comptroller.
lashing tin* party in the state for not doing it-, dm.

i

A perfectly yvhite otter
>iaai.in. Penobscot ( 'minty

<

lately

yv.is

i* tor Kmmanuel, King of
a dying condition.

N
be

Italy,

taught

is reported

hi

(diaries No ion. residing in Carrollton Com,’
h., who iiad separated from his yy il**, ice.
f in r a
i-it and shot her dead
He th a
hi'i.selt in tin* In ad. \l la-1 1 ■.tints he iy a- liCc
Dnt will probal.lv die.
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easier in New York. C «ld i
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\ ••icrgyiiiaii ii \ iih inm-s
“got |un b.e k up"
s,indav. mi account of i!». inability of tli, hob
Ang tin* hymns In- gave mil, and'“lit out”
r
huivh in a towering rage.

It will take another Veal* to
complete the f:u-f mi
"le\cu> battery,
(ieu. .Met lullan i- superintend:)

i!

construction.
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A lot ol (he employes of tin- New York Cent:
ltaiiroad haw been arrested for a rerent e\pr<
robbers on the road.
At
Hartford \\ >iU:m
Sllth Igr eo|l \'t 111 i:
Mr-. Burleigh said the time \v;h not far di-tan
when old maids ather than in u led w .. ne it u >
be till*
distillglli-lled and honored el l*e

1 hey have had lour niche- of -now in tin*
ol \ irginia and North Carolina.

m no.

1 uis

Poor whi-key is called “litteenlh amendment
die South, because it*.- hard to swallow, and do.
amount to anything af.ei iPsdown.
Po-t.

Belgium
have

and tin* l'nib.1 "dale-

arrangin'

an

telegraph eable laid.
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There is

duly

tile

g.mera! b liel’tlja! < ongi
eual—as it ought to do.

on

will
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in
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.1
la-vi 1>. Corliss of Bradford. Yt., a inm <*i
-iderable property, became inelaneholv with la
idea that he should < »nie peiiun and hi- familv
want, and on WVlm*sda\ lm Tiling hitit-elf h
neighbor’s barn.
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printed in :h
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1
tubr.andto !>. W. Sa\\\ei
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P.oothbay. for a Lae lead* r for -ails.
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evpr-'ss other, an unstamped forty gallon k-.
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I lioiua- Brown, Superintendent of the p
L di-< ompanv at t orinth. \. Y.,wa--liot!
watebtnau on the premise- Sunday uiglu
Pr »v\ n v\ e m don n p. tin mill and v ab In vv ih Inn in w ho did not e« ogni/ Ii ...
L" ! ahno'i immedi.iP l> aft.
being >'
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-etiled hv tin* parti« -. Tie* pi lintilf tr d
wounds with fewer greenhaeks.
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title

pl:e/Ue ha- broken

Pike, who murdered
L...i
in Mav. Jsip,, for

.nil in

Ohio.

ugi d e.mple at II imp
-uni of nioii v th.
had. Was hanged at t uncord on Tur-da\
11* u
r< -1_• lied to hi- fate, and made tlh- 'in ,-ulai n j*i
thal a • jUaI tette of young girls should d ills
n.
b

Ii

mil

ell.

an
a

-mail

wliieli thtpV did.
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•}»<»i l la>t week that tin- 'iirvi \ inir parly 011111;
ion!' had 1 lapsed Pellast was < from »il". a- ( ap
r.ii'-Ulaitd ami party r«*a« lnd tlii" city *>ii Im d 1
alii iMoii last.
The route as suneved. IVom Lin
lolnville Ihandi to this,ity,i" as follows—Lcaun

lli;

peach i! goes hack ot the mountain, follow in
liic valley 01 IMiek Liver to the iiUMith ol tin m
"!ream which i- tin outlet ot the Pitehei Point
thence up the stream to the K*-tnlall mill, m o !hahm tie
North port uni Lim-oluville 'im—them
■

shore of tin- Pit* ln-i Pond to the \al!» >
11eI.e 1 Prook, in-ar Hurd's >ta\e Mil I. ami up th
v
airviua to tie right, crossing the main I'm.
»o
Pi I la-I, and lvei «is"ing the "aim- mad nearth
Wilson
lool-hoti-e—tlmm- pillowing tin \idl*
wcvti-rn

s

e

'•

Little Liver stream to Perkin--’ Prick yard,cm
in
I In IL 11a "I and Northporl road m ar the I
l
•I

larm-hoiist
running t * tin dmiv <>t the Pay ittlletna1 by the "hole to the Peifa l W h:il \i ".
I I.
di"latiee from tin depot .,! Poeklatnl
J7 I- ini
* ip;
ILn klaitd i- now looking I'm a chain, to
the harbor.

ro"

a-

A despatch iw »*<• «-i\
| in this e.
•-.ilurday night, from an operator on tin West, .j,
I’nion Lite '-lying that a fearful --<;e w t" blow1; 1
I
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»\ \ 1 1 >.
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at

ilie west:, that tin lines

w ere

pie here had better look

out

down, and that pen
for troiibl.
Tin

mit'-li commotion among eiti/eiis about P
a wry high course of tides was
as

was

wharvc",

were got out
for the two !».• a
the wharves, and goods removed from \
po",-d "torehott"(*". An hour or two afterwarddespatch from Portland, by the International lin

I’xtia fi'teiiing"
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•aim at
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Port land and

Poston, with

"light rain!
The I'H'C ol the Slate* against
>1 I'ltli.M 1. < • >t'!t I
Thotna P. >hutc, indicted for breaking and cutin a hofi", in 'sto. kloii w ilhilitenl toeommit a felon\
v.

a-n

1

In

the jury

on

Wednesday night, ami

sealed verdict ot ae.juittal returned the follow

in

morning.
Henna" Kenney, convicted ol larceny ol good
the "tori of Pierce A Lowe. in Frankfort, w
nb-need to the Slate Prison for two \i afs and tiv

from
"t

the list.

leopard change Ins spots be would lie
The Cuban revolutionists are eonl'id n‘ ••;' < on[Bangor Whig.
is
he
a Catholic, and expects to remain
action in their favor.
says
out
of
gressional
Then pray don’t knock spots
him,
St. Louis has a divorce ease, in which I he hud»and
but suffer the blood-thirsty animal to, stay one.
The winter fashions are coming out, al- claims a separation because the eat was allowed to
with radicalism, where he belongs. Probaeat his supper, and the wife because her hu hand
a

trils of the

packages come freighted with the best wishe:
of the donor, and with the promise of stewas “fragrant as the memory of the just.’

the rails of the Knox and Lincoln Road shall Mart.

an acorn yy

from

\iigu-ta. wlier-

<

take

piece of bullet about th.- si/,- of

A

Drabd

••

that we Courteously but lirmly dissent fron
remarked further—
It is apparent to the House that our ships cannot the politics of the Advertiser, because w(
The leading negroes of the country arp
compete with foreign ships when the difference of
about to sffirt a newspaper in Washington, cost is so great, unless a corresponding advantage don’t believe in them.
which is to be the organ of their race. So is in some way given to them in the way of employ-

announces

A .-cal

••

to death,

uani i- in Mexico anil i- reported 1.,
Hr I11- Ilerii received with great cnllui

>i

th

>

lion. I-'. A. l’ike, while in Congress, made torial comments upon events, especially
attempts to procure relief lor the shipping in- where it doesn’t exactly agere with the aetior
interest, by a drawback of duties, which at- taken or proposed, are often seasoned with ;
tempt failed. In support of the
happy spice of wit that makes them attrac-

proposition,
imported articles

M1.
a-lll.

-.

thrives!

accept

111] of Man 1,. 1x7a.

'I'liti ill.

What mysterious personages are the workI'm: Paper Credit St irs.
It is -aid that Maine is to have a new tempernin
The Waterforces of a daily newspaper. It always
bed b\
ville Mail has copied from the docket of ing
paper, published by Major Shorey, and
seemed to me something very like a daily Rev. Mr. Sawyer.
Kennebec County the record of the actions
miracle. You see the huge buildings whence
Four dogs killed two hundred and len -beep, and
commenced by towns in the county, to recovissue, and at night note the illumination injured a great many more, belonging to Judge
er money paid for substitutes that were never they
Lawrence, in Logan County. Ohio.
They attacked
of the upper stories, indicative of work go- the lloek about live o'clock in 1 lie e\eniiig.
and eonput into tlie army. They are as follows—
on—but to the general public they appear tinned their slaughter till nearly m-wniii1: t»«■ i'.
No. 7<‘>s, entered by Baker, town of Winslow ing
be
driven oil'.
they could
•against Daniel T. l’ike and ah; defended by Whit- as conjurers realms from which something
Mrs. Jones was boiling out her Mondavi wash,
more and Libby.
un.mountable comes. You wonder over it as
No. 790, Wafervillc against James Colby and al.:
in Canaan, X. II., and Ihoiiglil -lie would get rid
and No. 791, Waterville against J. P. Doering and you unfold the damp sheet at breakfast, and of souk*
worthless hoot* by throw in- them imJei
als.; both entered by Foster, and the defendants think
you would like for once to look into the kettle. Fnforhinately one of t|, hoy- had hidWhitmore, and Libby.
No. 739, inhabitants of Sidney against Alans,m the faces of the men who furnish all the
).
good den his powder ila-k in a hoot, md Mi
B. Farwell, attachment made Aug. 30, 1S09; Baker
!i
astonished to see the aivl* !•: i\vi:
of
favorite
But
are
things
your
daily.
they
and Libby in defence, Simmon- for plaint ill'.
the shirl> and chemise-.
No. 710, same plaintiff against Daniel T. Pike and to
you entirely impin'cmol. Occasionally at
els.; Whitmore. 2d and Libby for defendantSimThe ambitious Kennebeekers are iaikiii.
i,
a public meeting or lecture
see
in
some
you
mons for plaintiff'.
about a line of steamer- direct to Y u 't •»rlThis reads a little differently from the de- favorable position three or four absorbed
Negro deck-hands on Mi-G--ippi boat- ar adIf the radicals elect looking men, with note books and pencils— dressed
clarations of Farwell
as follows by the male:
-11 re. \
Fifbut
these
are
the
of
the
main
teenth Amendment, show out tl: .1 plank I"
only
outposts
that aspirant, how charmingly consistent it
While they are trying < hoate. the -u-pd ii:-.
will be. Probably in time he may be made army. Once a year the whole brain force of
miiiiiie.
nd
Coventor, should his party continue in pow- the newspapers has a banquet, It took place bug of Xewhurvjtort. ineeiitliai '. lir.
last Saturday evening at the Revere House— tin* authorities are willing to pa> >lu,oo>» for th.
er—which Cod forbid.
but gratified no curl jus outsider. The doors rascal who sets ihem.
The Belfast Journal strains to compare the DemPuring Anna Dickinson'- sojourn a! "d1 Lake
were jealousy closed.
No longing eye lookocratic party with the thick that was saved from the
City—a) the story goes—a crown gathered n>-er.
the
ed
faces
of
in
the
the
of
and
then
illustrates
its
the
Hood,
consistency
upon
kings
quill— nad«- her. A dispute arose a- to win ; her lie -‘a.m Id
same page by denouncing tracts left in the ears as
be called out a- a
.M
or -\Mi -ler," when
.;n
no ear heard the good things that were said.
pious sells on travellers." That is about as near
promise was effected b\ m individual, who -di mi< I
consistence as Democraw can touch.
[Bangor There is no report )f the banquet—only the /Rring it out.**
Whig.
most meagre mention in the columns of the
The (I lone -ter li-henn.m w .ml
br.
Perhaps we arc all wrong. If so, will the papers. They who report every
else, that harbor.
body
Whig permit us to be set right, by the efful- refuse to report themselves. It is a
•
A mail named Pav id line
h. a
wrong to
in New York at the CniP-d Shale, i I .:
e
gence of light that streams from its sanctum? the
what can the public do about halation of
public—but
whieli
lie
blew
nit
in r
ga-,
upon i■.
one
“a
it
what
is
sell”?
Was
pious
Pray,
it ?
at T
\
Gen.
Wool
isick
Y
m 1,
nvery
when the radical Elder Weaver sold all the
Jennie Collins, who has been alluded to in not live long.
rum
in
and
ran
with
the
city
Bangor,
away
these letters, is again before the public. Rev.
A physician in < oriuna, wa- re.-eni ly
d
iimm n
money? Was it one when Balkam, the pul- Mr. Fulton having made some
ill great haste to attend a lad\ who had b»-t Ilia!
unpalatable
very important w oman's right I lie pow er of -per.di.
pit denouncer of Democrats, set up amenag- allusions to the Women’s
Rights movement. On repairing to her re-id. nee he i• *11n. liiat in
arie in the Lewiston woods, and exhibited his
Jennie has challenged him to a public discus- yawning, she had thrown her jaw out oi i< 1111. lie
Will the Whig please cast the
two bears?
unlucky jaw' was • |iiiekly re-tor* d to it-jdae. and
sion.
it remains to be seen whether the rev- the
tongue run on as betoiv.
Drummond light of its intellect this wav?
erend gentleman w ill expose himseif to the
The Tort lam ler- ha \ n't watered I heir w ib-ky with
in
Don't let us burst
ignorance.
public attack of that fearful weapon, a w o- Lake Sebago yet. Tin- pipe- don'' Work well.
man’s tongue. It is said that Jennie has east
once
commore
trots
out
its
Belfast
Journal
The
A Norfolk. \’a.. dispatch sa\- theiiooin r ". lb
ical bird perched upon a grave stone, to Hap its id- her fortunes with the Democratic
party, and Woodbury, from Ruck-port for Haltimoiv. i a-ien
shaped wings over the result in New Yolk. We
mi Liod\
Island. The steamer Ib -olnp h
believe the last tilin' picviously that the fowl crow- that she publicly distributed that ticket on
to her assistance.
ed was over the Knox election. [Bangor Whig.
election day.
.e
Mb
The eastern branch oi the Cnit- d
The Whig is correct in its dates, but it
of women's rights, a portion of Asylum at Togu- spring-, near \ugu-! ... •: 1 n
Appropos
.-on
'in
hasn’t seen the last of that bird, by any the
now :>0U disabled soldier- from all p
city is amused over a practical illustra- try.
mejms. He has got a mission to perform tion of them in a
A
form.
peacebelligerent
win- ■!!■
!
I
!.
1 Ik eilltols wl Hi- i>:i;i
which will not be accomplished until radical- ful
young man exercising the tailor’s art, and 1 Sunrise are having "hcedi- u- -ion. v h ii ’hr- vism is dead in the country, and he has crowed
industriously plying his needle in the cross- eii" to beeonii rani-pant.
The Whig may expect to see
over its grave.
legged position peculiar to the calling, was
Why ha\e we two currenci. -—mi br iuiib e
him jubilant over the lesser victories, until
«»«.].• y
In
and bondholders and one t«»r the
suddenly and vigorously assailed by a female i order that ButtertieM, < orbiu and 11 »•j**•IV id. m'the final one comes. Then we shall feel to
armed with a horse-whip which she applied family and dependents may niak. ;i•»ii«• > i.T
I
difference. [ Albany x rgii'.
exclaim, like the patriarch of old—“ Letlesi
ferociously. He had been making love-talk |
now thy servant depart in peace.”
The Catholic Fair in Bangor n- m d ^ I eon.
to one of the woma n’s domestics wdiile she I

year with no small pleasure. As an indusof those who have read the foolish tirade of trious gatherer of news, especially of occur
the Progressive Age against the shipping in- renees i n Maine, and commercial matters, the
terest.
Advertiser has scarcely an equal. Its edi-

man,

I he

■

do for Maine. The shallow argument of the
Age cuts its own throat, like a pig overboard.
excess

I’lV.-nli-li! <i 1 ill) Mill accept III! mini im i|:il|i,
1 thi- I'.ill. [Itadical l’nper.
Il i- generally relieved llmt lie will
one i

('>)rav

■

ried the election in Chicago and that neighbecome desolate, her skilled mechanics
borhood. In Now Jersey there is little or no
scattered, and her sailors compelled to emichange.
grate? Let any mail witii a thimble-full of
HOW THINGS ARE GOING.
brains contemplate such a state of tilings buFrom the Bath Times we copy a couple of
ll moment, and see what such a course would

have in

material are made without the upper skirl,
the round skirt being trimmed high enough
Coming of Thanksgiving—Rag Currency—A to meet the basque—indeed all the late]- winNewspaper Dinner—Women's Rights, Theo- ter suits are m i le without the upper skirt,
retical and Practical—Annexation-The Fashthe lower being trimmed with two flounces.
ions.
Boston, Nov. G, I860.
Hats are very fashionable—the T\ rolean style
Thanksgiving is coming! The cold, crisp of black felt, brim hound with ldark velvei,
air,—the white frost on the walks—the rust- trimmed with wide black ribbon and black
ling leaves—the advent of furs and thick leathers, are very hand-one and be-ening
gloves—-the scattered- snow-llakcs sailing to round faces. A pretty style of dr. -sin ;■
pensively down—all proclaim the near ap- the hair is the ('amilla < 'oitfmv—a shiv- d
proach of the great annual festival, which is of liugcr-pult's commenco above p. ■,.
, |
now becoming a national institution, instead
and continue quite low oil the ba.-k oi
of being peculiar to New England. But the neck—two
long and two shorterringh t- ,io
fact most suggestive of the good old-fashion- from beneath the lowest
linger pull's.
ed home-like Thanksgiving is furnished by
The most
we now have
Correspondence ol the journal.

path which leads to riches, and accumulated
vast possessions.
Contrary to the usual cusficiently protected.
AVe cite these instances, both for their ap- tom of wealthy men, he made his gifts while
graceful covering
plicability to the subject, and to show that living, and in most instances personally saw
the shipping list, which chronicles the arriv- is the Arabian scarf or the houmous, which
there arc republicans in both the east and his plans carried out.
His donations for public charities exceeded al in one day of three cargoes of raisins from consists of a straight piece ol woolen go,»ds.
west, with brains enough to see the injurious
the Mediterranean.
What tons of mince some three
yards long, and one yard wide,
tendency of the present policy. But unfor- seven millions of dollars. The principal of
and
what an amount of ill
as
lie
pies
these
follows—-Souththey
enumerated
suggest,
are
are
in
a
AVe
may
any and all colors, fringed all around ml
tunately they
minority.
ashamed to say that a Maine newspaper is so ern Educational Fund, $2,884,000 die La- indigestion is to be thereby created.
looped in the centre oil the tipper edge with
Thanksgiving in die city don’t seem at all cord, forming a neck, aftd tied at l!c> throat,
foolish and so false to the interests of the boring Poor of London, $1,750,000; BaltiState and locality, as to join the array of more, $1,000,000; Peabody Institute of Dan- like Thanksgiving. It lacks the heartiness one tassel at the end of tile loop and another
those who are working the destruction of our vers, $200,000; the Philips Academy of An- and appreciation of the good old country at the back of the neck, and on at each end
farm-house—the gathering of the family from of the cord.
great industry. But such is the fact. It, dover, $251,000; Newburyport Library, $15,should hoist the black flag, and sing the song 000; church in Georgetown, $100,000; Li- far and near—the bustle and excitement of
as one after another of the scattered
GENERALITIES.
ot t he old freebooter—
brary in Georgetown, $1G,000; Essex Insti- arrivals,
links
are gathered in—the greet!
the
family
of
to
at
tute
name
was
Kidd,
ng.s
Salem, $140,000;
Captain
My
library
Some of Greeley'* radical friends in New York
As I sailed, its I sailed—
Thetford, Vermont, $5,000; to the Massachu- and inquiries—the tearful thought of those
And most wickedly I did,
substituted Jdf Pavi-'- nann- f.>r hisarcastically
who
have
broad
table, big oil the
passed away—the
setts Historical Society, $20,000; to the PeaAs I sailed.”
state ticket.
and generous as the heart of the host—the
Institute
of
at
body
Arelueology Cambridge,
THE ELECTIONS.
paniel F. Farnliam. po<tm i-ter at K »ekf> vd
$150,000; to found a geological branch at evening merry-making around the blazing Minn., lias been arrested for robbing tie- mails.
The election in New York proves to he
Yale College, $150,000; to the Maryland hearth. Still, in country or city, there is
Epiirain K. Avery, llm Methodist minister \V iio
much more decidedly a triumph for the DeHistorical Society, $20,000; to Washington much of real honest pleasure in the festival— we.s ,‘M years ago a« eiis.*d of tie- nuird. r of > .r ,h
deearlier
the
mocracy than appeared by
College, Va., $00,000; to Kenyon College, so we will all enjoy it as greatly as the fates < ornell. i- just dead. 11 wa latterl a fa.
spatches. The majority for the State ticket
Ohio.
Ohio, $25,000; for a library in Georgetown, will permit, and thank Heaven for what we
Will not be less than 20,000. The Legislature,
< aptain < ’oppage of N iples, Illinois, latch
h\■;
District of Columbia, $15,000. He distribu- receive. It is a joyous institution for manod up a pot of gold roe
amounting to ion; thoufor the first time for many years, is Demobut
full
of
to
the
feathered
kind,
ted $1,500,000 among his relatives in Amerifatality
sand dollars. He sold il to a bank for live thousand
cratic in Doth branches—the Senate standing
As Pope says somewhere, or some- dollars in greenbacks.
ca, and gave $10,000 to the Sanitary Commis- tribes.
IS Democrats to 11 Republicans, and the AsXellie Lansing, the prettiest and best lady skater
sion during the war.
thing like it—
in Philadelphia, lias got married, and taken to other
sembly 07 Democrats to 01 Republicans.
The
that
doom
to bleed to-day.
turkey
you
While he was honored by distinguished
Had lie thy reason would lie strut and play?
amusements.
This is a handsome working majority, and
in Europe and America, and enjoyed
persons
I rather think not.
The keeper of a peanut stand in Wa hi::
while it is condemnatory of radicalism and
the personal friendship of Queen Victoria, he
The country ought to rejoice over the re- died recently and left hi' daughter so >e
the powers that he at AAhishington, is cheerloved best the simple and heartfelt thanks of cent
Several, columns of letters from
h
i,
capture in New York and Boston of a
ing to the Democracy, and carries with it those from whom his
had raised the
Lord Ii. have just been published in I ondon—full
gifts
of
counterfeiters.
It
it
will
us
give any
many substantial advantages, both present burdens and ills of life. And in the fullness gang
of billing and cooing, and which up-id Mr-. <*owe
less of the horrible stuff that circulates as
and future.
and her hew I'nele Tom's < abin.
of years and honors he has gone to the rewe
will all return thanks. The
currency,
The Democrats and Liberals in Massachu'While a young German couple in Handout wenward of the. Christian and benefactor.
Grant’s majority of
genuine is bad enough. It is neat, crisp and on their way to get married, the lad> was thrown
setts have done nobly.
from
the wagon and broke her leg. Instead of gowhen new, but the contact with hands
77,000 is whittled down to 10,000, and the
Few people are aware of the extent to pretty
ing to the doctor's office to have the limb set. she inclean, and the wear and tear ot sisted on being married lirst, and married she was.
now Legislature is against the outrageous
which the smaller and cheaper lumber ot doubtfully
In Hartford, an infant was badly injured by the
liquor law and State Police. At this rate avc Maine is being worked up and exported, in circulation, soon puts it in a condition to be
shall soon welcome Massachusetts as a Dem- the
greeted with the cry that assails the leper in bite of a rat. in the same room where the fnuih
of
staves,
shooks,
laths,
shape
pickets, Asiatic countries—“unclean.”
ocratic State.
My portmon- was taking tea.
hoops, spool stuff', &c. We did not know imie
an
uneurrent
miliSecretary Fish and the lion. John Rose, of tin
possesses
fifty cent speciMaryland, now that the terrorism of
until a few days ago that Messrs. ,1. & C. II.
Canadian Government, have, after proira.-ted d- lia
old
men,
to
iter
back
is
no
imposed
upon
rule
trusting
credulity
by
more, swings
beration. prepared a reciprocity tivaiv. which w:i
tary
Treat, of Winterport, exported 8100,000
<
moorings; and is again the strongest Demo- worth of casks of all sizes to Cuba, Mobile, horse-car conductor—a dirty, patched and be submitted to 'ongivs* at the ensuing -e-Gou,
with
rod
smooches
where
there
cratic State in the Union. And all the South- New
pitiful rag,
Tn Ashland, X. II., the diggin g of a drain :• \«
York, Boston, and Pittsburg, Pa. They
was once a bronze hint of metal, and the por- ed some concealed human remains, and a murder
ern Slates, as the old time prosperity returns,
are usually put up in nests of six, varying in
trait of some bald-headed official, whose is sup’Msed to have been done by some one who
will follow her example.
size from a keg to a hogshead. The staves
mouth looks as though he was about long ago followed his victim to aiiolln r world.
The AAVstcrn elections are not decisive. are sawn in
Penobscot, mostly in Newburg, puckered
The South Carolina Secretary of -gate. «•••'■»,■«-1.
to spit on the impure medium that ho inhabMinnesota goes Republican by about 3,000, and
put together in their shops in Winterport, its. I
has cow hided the Governor's Seer. buy. Ka\
nigh,
should like to go to Washington and
and Wisconsin by nearly 7,000. The Illinois When the railroad is
a carpet bagger, all on account of a
•!* *r> d
u.
completed from Belfast
ask
Mr.
Boutwell
he
wdiat
thinks
election was for members of the Legislature to
Things are working beaiitifnliy.
Burnham, it. will offer uncommon facilities personally
of such a representative of the power, greatand County offices, and is a good deal mixed. for this
A lady who drew a genl's wrapp r r
business.
ness and wealth of the United States!
A new party, on the basis of reform, has carconcert, now wants to draw ■. man t.i ; ::: in w.

yards

we

use

LETTER FROM BOSTON.

month".
A bahdi of
eonri

A

Pnitior

ease

tin ally adjourned

on

w as dispo-.
Saturday.

-onpie of travelling commercial

d of.

men

I’h

engaged

game ot cards at a hotel in this it\ om
e\ etiing last week.
One of the brethren liamlh
hi" pasteboard so badly as to realize a loss of about
in

a

friendly

>
In the morning the loser mad, complaint K*
).
lhe police Court, and the winner w as fined and pul
Hie winma
under bonds to restore the mom-'.
then made a complaint against his antagonist, wlm
And thus the great ends
was likewise fined.

justice

were

secured.

Pilcher A Son had a dilapidate I
eo.d shed, about ready to fall down. While Mr. I
w as engaged with several shovellers in remo\ in
the fuel to a better storage, a runaway horse with
cart eatm: in contact with the corner post, knot kirn
M,-""i".

Win.

Cora almost $475.00 niers and costly adornments. Trains, except
it out. and letting the roof down like the springiu
The Bangor Whig hears of a fanner who has
Will the Age for evening dresses, have lyid their day—and
I trap.
Mr. Pitcher dodged out of 111
eight acres of potatoes in the ground upon which of a ligun
tell us what are the items of that amount P for the evening are much abridged, to the re- there was a covering of one foot of snow. Manx opening, ami the others escaped hy hugging th
others are somewhat similarly situated, owing to
w hich held up a portmii
We shall continue to ask the ipiestion until lief of gentlemen who are liable to step on t!l«* extreme wetness, of October, which interfered wall ot the main building
of the root.
on them.
it is answered.
Very pretty street suits of heavy with digging.
It cost the

new

ship

to clear at the Custom House.

.—

I'll

Tin1 house and two limns
longing to AVinsiou Ii. Holmes were burned at i,
K "ii tin evening of the nth. The lire took in

■

!

in >\vanvili

BY TIIE GOVERNOR,

1:.

A

1

I'm

In

He
w.t-

in

front

ii

some

unknown cause, l

Inly

a

PROCLAMATION,

portion

—FOK A

il'.ling was saved from the house. There
insurance of gleUO on the buildings.

DAY OF—

PUBLIC THANKSGIVING AND PRAISE.

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
Monday, Nov S.
BUTTER—The market is dull, and there is but a moderate inquiry from the trade.
Choice lots of Butter |
would sell readily enough if they were iu the market,
but it is seldom that anything fine is seen, and fair lots
Vermont and New York Butter are sold at 33a39j per
lb; with an occasional sale at 40c; common grades range
from 32a31c,
CHEESE—Trade is quiet, and buyers are purchasing
only in small lots at 17 l-2alS l-2c per lb lor factory; 17a
of

"
are indebted to David l’ieree.
Ksq. for the
The President of the United States having
iiiilsoniest luster of grain's we remeniher I" lime
appointed
18c lor choice dairy and 15al6c for common do.
It " as grown in the
grapery at lie new re iEGGS—There is a good demand, and with a limited
THURSDAY, November 18th
((1
heyoinl Primrose Hill. II. has a beautiful
supply prices arc higher, good lots of Eastern selling at
as a day of Public Thanksgiving, and recom39c, and Northern and Canada at 35a38o per doz; limed
P 1,1 and i' espveiallx successful in the uliure of
mended the keeping of thu same for the ends Eggs are plenty and dull at 31a33c.
grain's.
FRESH MEATS—The. market is well stocked with
and uses set. forth by him, 1 do therefore, with Eastern
and Chicago Beef, for which low prices arc acM- want i" make one exception to the remarks tin- advise of the Executive Council, conform
cepted. Lambs arc scarce.
w
POULTRY—The sto'-k was pretty nearly claercd out
made in defence of runners— and that is the mail to liiiappointment.
last
and prices are firmer to-day. We advance
w Ip
t ied to get us out of lied at an unseasonable
And 1 call upon the people ol this State to qu> Saturday,
atious on good poultry, but thin stuff will be sold at
o oi
quote choice Chickens ami Turkeys at
by sending a ne —age that the place needed venerate this ancient institution—our peeuii- low figures. We
good do 20a23c; common do 12 l-2al8c; Duck
0
o'■
I :
de
lli> enler- I nr inheritance—the pious motives and saluta- 25a28c;
s. and be
an
lia
18.i20e; Geese loalSc per lb.
; : v oilin's of which are now
BEANS—The market continues firm and there i>» a
iii- ii e-mondous.
acknowledged by
ihi Rulers of the Nation ; and to dedicate the lair demand and a light stock, with sales ol some choice
flint enthusiastic Deinoeral. .1. Y. M Clintoek.
lots above our quotations. We quote Western pea u $•'’,
with solemn joy t<- thought'and deeds of 25 and hand-picked Eastern at $3 50; mediums $2 5oa3 70
I."
c- bcretl
ol many hats and some greenbacks. day
and charity.
yellow eyes $3 per bush.
gratitude
tic
1
sell at the railroads
A
'.■iiii-.ydvania and Ohio elections, came up
Let us so acknowledge God in our prosper- at VEGETABLES—Jackson|potatoes
GOaGGc per bush Onions sell at $4a4 25 per bbl.
.*11i11o ni New York, with his mnnev and hats all
that we may liud His present help in time
FRUITS—Apples are lirra at $5 50 per bbl for good
ity
,.-k.
and the supply ol lull Apples is not large.
of trouble and so use the gills of His grace, lots ol mixedsell
at $10all per bbl lor common, and $12
Cranberries
Af
I e Id., .v Mathew have n
we
ill
the
that
at
the
last
have
the
demand is not brisk.
nic,
slock
lor
but
great
part
very
may
Cape,
HAY—Good lots of Eastern Hay are iu good demand
turniture, mattresses, cradles, and everything Thanksgiving.
at quoted rates, and occasional sales of prime Vermont
'led in -ettiny up housekeeping People in want 'Giving at the Council Chamber this twenty- Hay a ns made at a slight advacne. We quote Eastern
ear
of
our
Lord
in
the
\
of
fifth
cargo prime Hay at $2ia24 per ton, and prime Vermont
liould see 11i.ii advertisement and then ■.• their
day October,
car load at $22a25 per ton; inferior
one thousand eight hundred and sixty-nine, and Eastern by the
dock.
sell at $15al7, and swale Hay at $14 per ton
and of the Independence of the United States qualities
New York Straw baled sells at $25 per ton.
A a shooting match m Searsniont. lint w’eek. one
■!■■■»■■■■■■ rB—m ■
of America the liinetv fourth.
'be hunters liiuuglil hi a while-beaded
eagle that
JOSHUA L' CHAMBERLAIN.
CATTLE MARKETS.
1 *’
>'Ui.'
.-leu feet over the oiitstret. bed
AT BRIGHTON, CAMBRIDGE AND MEDFORD.
wing-— 15\ the Governor:
m not being on the list, didn’t count.
WKON ESDAY, Nov. 3, 1809.
Fkankun M. Dukw, Secretary of State.

Siiimntoii Bros. ,y t o., have be, n obliged to cmt Ao additional clerks to met tic demands of
toiuers al

1

lb, ir

new

stort in the Hay ford Bloc k.

Warren’s Cough Balsam!

Is beyond a question the very best medicine of the tiny
for all COUGHS, COLDS, Sore THROAT and LUNGS 1
Also for Whooping Cough and Croup in Children it is
the most effective mediciue ever used.
Sold by ail Dealers in Medicines.
li. F. BRADBURY, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Agents tor New
Gm!7
England.

Mrs. CLARA A. SLEEPER
OF

tin

bat

received
oeomeofthese slims
I, a I" lingers
e

in.,

one

cent

Mat

e

What Ini'
thev s.tliek to

NEW BOOKS

Messrs

pnlilisliers

II A

Brown &

the well known

ol Boston, will eointnenee the sale

N.w Kugland. early this month, of
George
'knur Curti-’s Life of Daniel Webster.
ibi~ if re it w.rk has been written in fillfilio m ,,f ,Mr
Webster’s testamentary injiin<

I

will be given to the public in two
olutnes of (ion pages each, with an
I. yant engraved portrait of Mr.
Webster
ndothei illu~:, atioti'.
l'iie subject and the
union louder laudatory eoniuieiit .piite un-

lion

and

intilul

lecessary and the lneehanieal execution of
he work will lie ol the same quality.
JEFFERSON

DAVIS.

Henry Ward needier

From the New Orleans

Times.
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AEUATIVE

OE14M.

It your

druggist

hasn’t the

description

id your

brief

Si'KNi K, Al.

D.,

mysterious,

j

S

to

by

Uhmkoy, whs. JUPEIfiE’S

INMIIIU:

IMHV-

Powders, send

a

disease to Pkok. PaStton
Nkw York

5317,
City,
waiulerovurkliiu l*o%vilers will
Box

be mailed to you,

I I*ox

post paid.

$1,

and those

a

large

Instant Relief from Pain!

1« t ot the

TROPIC COOK STOVES.

H

This Stove is cast by the Boston & Maine Foundry Co.,
ot the best Scotch l*ig Iron. CONTAINING NO ADMIXTURE OF OLD METAL, and being cast ol extra
weight, it is not liable to BREAK OR CRACK. Having an extended fire-box, it takes long fuel, requiring
wood to be cut but once. The oven doors are supplied
with swivel handles, so that they cannot jar open, and
being ground at the points of meeting, there can be nc
ingress or egress of air, to retart thc baking. The covers
are very strong and heavy, so formed that they will lie
piled one upon another when not in use.
The finish is plain, smooth and neat, containing nc
crevices to retailedirt or grease.
Simple and uniform
in its action, it is the quickest stove in use, and it will
keep a lire over night as well as an air tight stove.
Having sold in the past four years SEVERAL HUNDRED of these stoves, and never
having heard them
spoken of, save in the highest terms of commendation
:iml praise, wc feel justified in
recommending them as
the best stove in use.
Those In pursuit of a good stove, would do well to call
and examine, and see what those using it have to say
regarding it.
Also on hand and for sale low a large lot of second
hand stoves of all classes, but little worn.
We have as good an assortment of Parlor coal and
wood stoves,

The Lurraiue Vegetable Cathartic I* ill;—
1 lie best known remedy for all Diseases of the Blood,
Stomach, Liver, Kidneys, lor Headache, Rheumatism,
and in ALL cases where a cathartic is required. Price by
mail, 1 box 31 cts. -5 boxes $1.18,-12 boxes $3.04.
TURNER Si CO., 120 Tkkmont St., Boston, Mass.

be lound in

&c.,

this city.

M

A Sure Cure and Instant Relief.
f or

in

1VOM1I,

©

Burns,

3

Neuralgia,

iH

w

1 >i ar 1 hoe a,

a

»r-4

c3

c-r

W

Colic, Cramps,

*4

Bites and

O

on

the

»

Carriage Making & Repairing.

Ss
OR?

Sick & Nervous Head-

ache, Pimples

CARRIAGES!

>“*
a>

Stings.

1 )yscntcry.

Sprains,

&JD
fl
•r<

P

Skin,

p

Chilblains, Worms in Children.

Wagon or a new Sleigh. We can suit you. We
prepared to execute orders lor anything in our
and
the
line,
public are cordially invited to call on us and
examine our work and learn our prices.
Repairing done
to ordar. Prices to suit the times, t all and sec our
new style patent ftJLEMwlIM.
The best thing of the
kind known, .lust out.
Acknowledged to be superior
tuw style.
\\ e guarantee sat I taction ro our customers
All work in the carriage making and
repairing line per
tunned in the best and most durable manner
by practiced
workmen, .lob work dor
juicklv. (’all and see us at
our SHOP on
Washington street, in the rear of Phenix

on

I/es, from

hand ot all

inches.

Iff A It It WOO It (INK
i* KICKS.

COft

ff2T»,

r.

aily:madiv«t

Warren,Oct.

Hypoch-

f

LOOK

I N

T O

the

largest

stock, of

Furnituro

ondria, and all other diseases arising Ironi the Errors ever otfered in this city. PARLOR SUITS of the
Youth, or the Indiscretions or Excesses of ma- LATEST STYLES
-I 1J ST
O 1* E N 1 N <
ture years. This is indeed a book for every man. Price
i >i hi >
only One Dollar. 235 pages, bound in cloth. DR. A. 11.
! JLOOli ! at the quality an-.l prices of our
IIAYES, Author,
J CUSTOM MADE WALNUT and < IIKSTNUT
CHAMBER
f Obituary notic('8} beyond the. date, name and aye,must
A Hook for livery Woman,
SETS, KTA<; EKES, SIDE-BOARDS,
be paid for. \
Ac., Ac.
WHAT-NOTS,
Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN, AND
In South Thomaston, Sept, 30, Charlotte, wife of
at our large stock ot common ecuai*
Isaiah Fogg, aged 5'J years, d months and <» days; May HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated of physJ TURK, PINE CHAMBER SK I S, BEDSTEADS,
5t.h, (Aeorge Coring Fogg, son of Isaiah and Charlotte iologically and Pathologically, from Infancy
Fogg, aged 23 years, t\ months and 20 days. [Kennebec to Old Age, with elegant Illustrative Engrav- TABLES, CHAIRS. Ac., xc.
papers please copy.
ings.
and see our prices, mi cheap that all can buy
J and not to be undersold in the State.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordi-

Is. 1 Met.

of

IOOK

Aitltl VKL>.

do.

SAILED.

which

that the Married
either

require

or

oi

is

Single

ol

know,

but

wish to

C. D. FIELD.

It. B. Gove, Darkness, Mobile.
Sells I. Snow, Thorndike, Itoridout ; Adelaide,
Maehias; Julia Newell, Melntire, Camden; Banner,
McFarland, FI Is worth.
Nov. U. Schs Geo. W. Glover, Holbrook, Sullivan;
James Jewett, Coombs, Portland.

Banjul- Don Justo, 'new) Bouhotr, at Chari, ston dlst,
from llamuriseotta, Me. experienced heavy gales on the
passage, and started aleak.
Launched—At Ellsworth dd inst., lrom the yard of
1. M. Grant, sell
Kate Grant,” \7~> tons, owned by the
builder, L. H. Greely and Hall Bros.

NOTICE.

LARGE STOCK

no

tude'

(illusion

such

man—are

be found in any other works

even cun

as

probably

given

never

in full.

No

TO LET.
House, well situated, to a genteel
family, who will board tin lady owning
the house, and ln*r child. Or rooms will
be let to

at

books. They

are

ut

terly

GOODS
FltOM

Auction Sales,

unlrequenlly

BY

on

—

irritation, thus remorim/ Me cause of the complaint
SETH W. FOWI.K A S«».N, Proprietors, Boston.
Sold
n- rally
by druggists ami dealers in medicines

The Fireside

Jordan, Marsh & Co.
212

tion.

Washington

St.

Never, in the annals ol the trade of this country, have
DliY GOODS been thrown upon the market at
as since the great gold crisis.

such

a

all diseases

requiring skill, tecrosy

Most Desirable and Fashionable

Lineolnville, Nov. 9, 1809.

our

North Searsmont
Friday, Nov. 5,
iOST,
J and Belmont Corner,
large cane, having marked
the head of It the letters

customers at

ON Till'.

COST

AT

a

upon
be suitably rewarded
Sc Field, Belfast.

«

Thursday,

by

“I. C.” The tinder will
leaving it at the ollice ot Cox
lwlS

lay

virtue of

December,

a

licence

1809,

2

ot the clock in the afternoon, at the Post Ollice in Liber*
ty Village, the real estate ol Susan Johnson, late of
Liberty, in said County, deceased, intestate, for the payment ot the said deceasePs just debt s, charges of administration and incidental charges; said real estate consists
of two lots of land situated in Liberty, Waldo County,
formerly a'part of the Israel Johnson farm, said lots
being particularly described in Waldo registry, Book 13s,
W. 11. McLELLAN, Administrator.
Page 472.
3wls
Belfast, Nov. 9,1809,

IICTIOV

Administrator’s Sale.

<*apodal attention of L 4■•■EM to our
various departments, which will In* louuil full and complete in every respect, embracing—
FIVE ■•■■EMM CiOOIM in every variety, from thd
choicest tor lull dress occasions, to the most durable
\Y

between

on

be sold at Public

SMALL ADVANCE

j

JOHN. 15. SYLVKSTKU.
3wl8*

Sale, by
from the Court of Probate tor the County ot Waldo,
WILL
the ltith
ot
A. D.
at

FOR FALL AND WNTER Wall.
enabled to oiler them to

experience.
lyri

CANE LOST.

on

arc

and

Certain Relief,

Administrator’s Sale.

GOODS
and

and

CAUTION.

sacrifice

Taking advantage id' the general depression and stagnation in business, and the immense amount of Merchandise forced upon the market, we have made very
large purchase at Auction Sales of all the

invito the

il L be sold at Public Sale, by virtue of a licence
from t a* Court of Probate for the County ol
Waldo, on Monday, the twentieth (20) day of December,
A. D. .809, at ten ol the clock in the forenoon, at
my
dwelling house inJPalermo, iu the County ot Waldo, so
much of the real estate of Charles Nelson, late of Paleriu
said
mo,
County of Waldo, deceased, intestate, as will
produce the sun. of live hundred dollars, for the payment
of the said deceased's just debts, charges ot administration and incidental charges; said real estate consists of
about thirty acres of land which he purchased of .John
Clroely, part wood land and part pasture land also all the
right he had in any and all other real estate in Palermo.
JOHN UKEELY, Administrator.
Palermo, Nov. 10, 1809.
3wlS

W

and economical for general wear.
MI I. KM, in Black, Plain Colors, and
Fancy,—full lines lrom the most celebrated lubricants
ol Lyons.
inEHIflY MIL KM. fully sustaining the enviable reputation won by those superior fabrics,—already
barring the market to European Silks.
L 4III EM GiRMEXTS. lor Street or Home CosNotice.
tume, in latest Parisian Styles,—Dresses, Breakfast rrillE undersigned, executor of theilast will of Amos
X Sprowl, late of Winterport, in the County of WalJackets, Opera Cloaks, Marie Antoinettes, &e.
Mil .4 VTLM. in endless variety, and comprising the do, deceased, hereby give public notice that In* claims
ft'ltEVCII

Mortgagee’s

choicest

products ol

the looms of India and Cashmere.

Paisley, Cong and Square Cashmere Open
and Filled Centres, Domestic Wool Plaids, Stripes,
&c.
(XOTUb.-Frrnrli. Merman. English ami
American, in extensive and varied assot tmeut, and
especially adapted for MKN’S and HOY S' wear.
MOI IIAIAM 4.00 IPS. in every gradation of quid
lty, embracing all desirable varieties.
FL.A \ A KI.S,
IILAFHETI,
COTTOA'S,
KlIILTIi. Ac.. of all tin' leading manufactures.
niMIIAlX*. Mloviw, MJIllnory ami I'urnixbina- Moo.la. ot the choicest selection, in endless pro"
Paris and

fusion.
HOFNEK EEFI AM MOOIIS. lloairry
Endiriiidsiie*, at exceedingly low figures.

Kor extent and variety,

our

stock lias hitherto never

excelled; and we earnestly invite inspection
comparison, both of fabrics and prices.
been

retail,
242 to 250 Washington Street,

Winthrop Square,
it o s i o a
3m 18

■

bids,

following

described parcels of land situated in said
Beginning at the North Westerly
of land purchased by Asa B. Webster of Sewell
F. Spanar, thence Easterly by said Webster’s land 10
rods and 11 links; thence Northerly by said Webster’s
land to land of the heirs of the late Richard Sherman;
thence Westerly by said heirs’ land 10 rods and 11 links
to a stake; thence Southerly by Harrison Twiuing's land
to the place of beginning—also, beginning at a stake at
the South West corher of land purchased by Asa B.
Webster of Sewell F. Spanar; thence Southerly on the
Easterly side of the back road leading from Winterport
to Hampden, to a cedar tree marked and sealed; thence
North 01 degrees East 37 rods to land of the heirs ol the
lute William 11. Shaw; thence on the West line of said
heirs land North 15 degrees. West 02 rods to the South
line of .said Asa B. Webster’s land; thence West 43 rods
to the place of beginning, containing; 10 acres more or
virtue of a Mortgage deed from Asa B. Webster
less,
to said Amos Sprowl, dated December 31st, 1807, and
recorded in the Registry of Deeds of Waldo County,
Book 139 page 313. That the condition in said mortgage
deed has been and now Is broken by reason whereof I
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
JOHN W. SPROWL.
Winterport, Nov. 8, 1809.
3wl8

Winterport, viz.

corner

4~lou< 4‘»t4‘r C'ialk Market—[For the week ending
Nov. 4] -(ieorge’s codfish—stock in market light for the
season, and the demand is good; market a little firmer
the present week, with sales at $7 12 1*2 per qtl. Mackerel—
continue in very light receipt, and prices have
advanced; we quote sales of No 1 at $21 50a24; No 2 at
Shore
at $25 lor No l; No 2 at $14 50; No 3 ut $0 5u
$14;
nlO per bbl. Fresh halibut scarce; last sales at $10
per
smoked
do 8 1 2c per lb. Oil—cod 80c per gallon.
cwt;

llay

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers!
TRUNKS and VALISES.
1.1.

in want of the

above articles, will find

lor their advantage to call
A it persona
at the

"Uit customers.

Smoked II VI.liter and SA I.MO.N. k.\
and sin d! p roll is i.-. the word.

I)
«.

'1'his \\

w

S11>v;-

m

13 he

1

68 Main

street,

i'inil it

st.Miner

Me.

Belfast,

And it is in advance ol any STO\ L that i- or has horn
made lor burning coal,
ibis slot- -jirak tori: ell, and
I cau endorse what it says.
1 have the TAKAUON, a NEW < <» A I. II
A 1 LK, tor
STOKES, OFFICES, II AU.S and SHOTS, gotten up
who
one
has
hail
by
practical oxporirmv, and is -aid u»
hr HU ELY and brats the inventor, or an\ !lt, r Man.
I am also agnit lor MAO EE'S NEW TT HI I. Alt
FUKNACE which tliry keep improved up to tin times,
and Cor the radiating ot heat, kerning ot tin*, and eonomy in Iuel has not been beaten by tin rnmhitn ,1 vr.-ool
the getters up ol Furnaces.

prices

l".v .. .nl.lr.-s~
:;w

and I have got them, CEO I’ll ES WK1NOEKS, l mean.
1 am also agent lor DOTY’S CLOTHES WASH Eli,
that not only knocks the -potsoil of any Washing Machine ever made, but the dirt out <»l the Clothes.
4Agent, I am also, (or mor. JLight Li.piid lias, it burns
better, gives more light, will not explode, and D camper
that kerosene oil. I or -air at .1. IS. W A DLI N
tor 40
cts. ner gallon.
1 have lor sale, the Tubular Lantern, that giv»> the
best light, will not siuoke, nor bl nv out, and i
the best
that has been got up.
I have got one more new tlenr, that the world has
ever been crazy Tor, a new COFFEE
STEETi.lt, simple
in lonn, gives you a!! !!:•• -trengt!: you can get out
tin
coffee, pours out clear, pours a good stream, ami is < asy
to be kept clean.
1 am also agent to run the Shebang, and turn tin*
crank where all these things may hr found or anything'
else that turns up iinny line, at prices so LOW tha
it astonishes every other man.
■

UH 3\.
Belfast, Me.

2ml?

Manhood: How Lost, How Restored.
Just published, a new edition of Dr.
Culvrrt* rll'rt <'4-l4‘l»rut4‘<l
E.hmmv
on the radical cure (without medicine) oi
Si*kkmatourikj :a,or Seminal Weakness,
lnvoiumary seminal bosses, imi’i'Tiincv, Mental and
Physical Incapacity, 1 in pediments to Marriage, etc.; also
Consumption, Kimi.kpsy, and Firs, induced by selfindulgence or sexual extravagance.
WW Price, in a sealed envelope, only li cents.
The celebrated author,'iu this admirable essay, clearly
demonstrates lrom a thirty years' successful practice,
that the alarming consequences of sell-abuse may be
radically cured without the dangerous use oi internal
medicine or the application of the knife; pointing out a
mode of cure at once simple, certain, and effectual, by
means ot which every sufferer, no matter what his condition my be, may cure himself cheaply, privately, and

radically.

49* This Lecture should be in the hands of every youth
and every man in tire land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address,
ou receipt ot six cents, or two
postage stamps, by addressing the publishers.
Also, DR. CU LVKRNVFLL’S “Marriage (iuide,” price
25 cents.
Address the publishers,
CII1M 3. V. ULIIR A CO.,
1*51 Bowerv, Urn York, Post OHioe Box

lyrJO

Mrs. Lenore J. Pierce
inform the ladies of Belfast anp
that she has taken rooms at the house
corner ot Bridge St. and Waldo
of Jerome
Avenue, where she will attend to the

respectfully
WOULD
vicinity,
Stephenson,

Cutting anil Making of Dresses & Cloaks.
She has all the latest styles and guarantees
faction to allwhomiy favor her with their
Belfast, Nuv, J, lbtilL

good satis
patronage
15w 17 *

H. H. JOHNSON, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN & SI JTtGrKON
I.nk'

with PIS. MONKOE.

Office, JOHNSON’S BLOCK, Phoenix Row.
Night culls answered lrom U. II. Johnson’s residence,

Church St.

th,

arrival

Jinl?

AMI \K.sr .MAKI-a:.'.
li.-bt
work. For fiinio r particulars
.1. A. ItltlliliS, i:,.||.,.i Mr

EASTERN
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s r A l l*:

SCHOOL,

CASTINE,
'I’h«-Wilder b rm
continue 1.’ vv.vk-.

w

ill

MAINE.
1. in!-!

conimeii.

j,,|

*,

Tuition and Text Cook froe.
lioar.l and room Idr- ell !».»1 r«li 11
For lull particular- addr.
«.
or

II oil.
l-.vl.

:•

1
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ibl,-.

IIITUIIU t. tl. I*.i..4i,»al
W ABBBN JOHNSON,St at. .Mat
1.
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BANKRUPTCY
Disrui.

GET THE BEST,

Street,

on

WANTED.

MAGEE’S ADVANCE,

68 Main

fio-div, I'nurs-

ol

'll -|U.M ri.VI
(
.uni si.M.iv
V

This is the In- I WOOD COOK STOVE
h it lias over
been mail *.
It will do more rooking, radiate more In at,
last longer and take less iuel, than any ot he
-a o\ c *e\ rr
in the Market.
Those are not say r-oes only, lor l
will warrant it to do so,
1 also have the b»*M COAL COOkIM, s| > \ |. 1h.1t
tire was ever put into.

J. 15. W

ity

ijuick Turns

liichmoiid.
Hoods deliver d is any part ot th. cilv lie.Belfast, (M. IS, In.'J.
iwi

J. 3. WADLiN’S,
—

KKS1I CODFISH vorv
day and .Saturday Morning

v

«

of the

upon the subscriber

CITY BLOCK SHOE STORE. Where may be
iound a large and seasonable slock at the very lowest
H. T. C Ol.Ht ltV
prices.
Delias!, Nov. 10, 1869.
Cwl8

to

DRY CODFISH & POLLOCK !

and

Jordan, Harsh & Co.
WHOLESALE,

the

by

anil

I Ii addition to In stock ot «* IUH K IK B i:*» he
keeps
good assortment ot FISI1 ul all kin-1-. MAI.I III l.s

HEAD>, NAl'KS and l INS, t wholesale or retail.
$ij M ACIvl.BF.L put up in kits, 4u.ut.1- and halt

LIFE, $1.00.

VI 7" 11 HUE AS my son, Warren E. Sylvester, has left
▼V
my house without my consent, and is living
abroad, this is to caution and iorbid all persons from
harboring or trusting him iu any manner whatever, on
my account, as 1 shall pay no debts ot his contracting.
1 have made ample provision for his support at home.

P» <) S T O N

FISH & GROCERY LINE !
Ilis slock consists ol H,i)| B, coliN, JIKVI
I 'Hih, i.viii), 111 m;ii, cheese,
.mui.w-i:.,
M <. AI i
TEAS, Tobacco, i,-„ N,-.
a

scientific and popular works bv Dr.
most learned and popular physicians
The Medical and Surgical Journal, Juft/,

Inviolable Skcresy

N< >T1» '!•:

A t t he old stand, cor. of M i u and
Washington Streets
iliviug enlarged and lit red up liis store is prepared t
patron* and the-public generalh with .very

are truly
one of the

PHYSIOLOGY
OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES, $2.00, In Turkey morocco, lull gilt, $5.00. Postage paid.
Either book sent by mail on receipt ot price.
Address “The Peabody Medical Institi if.,’’ or
Du. HAYES, No. 4 Bullincli Street, Boston.
N. B.—Dr. 11. may be consulted in strictest confidence

1 A 1

furnish his
thin.; in th-

they

day.

road, containing

land as tin re is in
Waldo County;
foes of hay. has
good House and 1.; finished throughout, with I ti n mid
Sheds, Carriage House, Work shop and Blacksmith Shop,
well fenced : plenty <d m-vt r-taii itig water and
plenty ol
wood for the use o f the place.
\\ ill hi* sold on reason e
ble terms with stoe’,; ttnl farming tools, if desin I.
An
1»A \ 11 > 1 »RI Mv \V A IT T:.
plv, on premises, to
Northport, Oct. 25, l.sr.u.
tj|(,

A. E. DURHAM,

our race for these invaluable productions.
It seems to
be his aim to iuducc men and women to avoid ttic cause
ot those diseases to which
are snbject, and he tells
them just how and when to do it.—[ Far mi ng ton Ch“onicle, Farmington, Me., Sept. 2, 1Still.

Price of SCIENCE OF

mile from Sal

one

on
acres of as good
cut- about twenty

one

S'I’M'

//., Sept. 7, 1Still.

These

Apply
:iw 1 •

FOR SALE.

published.

Hayes,

gentleman and will-

25.

situated in Northport,
VI’ARM
the Beech Hill
unlay Cove,
about
hundred

unlike any others

presented are treated with delicacy,ability and care, and,
as an appendix, many useful prescriptions for prevailing
complaints are added.- [ Coos Hcpublican, Lancaster, A

a

this office.

Belfast, <)ct.

before tell to the lot ol any
person should be without

Vu.uabli: Books. -We have received the valuable
medical works of Dr. Albert li. Hayes, These books
are ot actual merit, and should tind a place in every intelligent family. They are not the cheap order of abominable trash, published by irresponsible parties, and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, but are written by a responsible professional gentleman of eminence, as a
source ol instruction on vital matters,concerning which
lamentable Ignorance exists. The important subjects

ol the
l!S()il.

DRY

A. B. MATHEWS.

our

Dr. Hayes is one of the most learned and popular
physicians of the day, and is entitled to the gratitude ot

AUCTION

tn>

language. All the New Discoveries of the author, whose experience is ol an uninterrupted magniin

ever

Brig

Nov. (1.
Nov. K.

can

There

fully explained, and many matters of the most
important ami interesting character are introduced, to

these valuable

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CUBED.
“Facts are stubborn things,''and it is to facts alone
that it is desired to direct the attention ol the readers ol
this article.
Many years of severe and thorough practical trial have
demonstrated beyond the peradveuture of a doubt the
fact that the medicines prepared by me, and known as
Sf'll ENCK’S MANDRAKE PILES, SCUENCK’S SEAWEKD TONIC, and SC1I ENCK’S PUl.MON IC SY RU 1*,
have proved extraordinarily successful iu the euro of diseases ot the pulmonary organs, or what is usually termed Consumption.
1 am fully aware that there are many persons whose
prejudices rule them so completely that “proofs strong
as Holy Writ” would tail to convince them of flic ellicacy
of my remedies, an*l that there arc others who. under no
circumstances, could be prevailed upon to admit their
merits, simply because such an admission would prove
detrimental to their particular personal interests.
Fortunately for the welfare of mankind, these doubting people form a comparatively small portion of the
community at large. They are to be lound here and
there, but, compared with the great mass of the world’s
population, their numbers are so small that I dismiss
them, and address myself to those who are willing to
listen to the dictates of reason, and who are disposed to
admit the strong logic of well established tacts.
Wc are told almost daily that Consumption, the scourge
of the American people, is incurable; that a mail whose
lungs are diseased must be given over to die; that he
must abandon hope; and that the arrangement ot his
temporal as well as spiritual atlairs should claim his
earliest attention. If there were not (acts as undeniable
as that the sun will shine in a clear heaven at midday to
controvert these random and not
harmful
assertions, I should feel unwilling to take up the gage ol
battle against them; but, fortified with results--facts
which neither theory nor mere assertion can overturn, 1
BE
propose to prove that CONSUMPTION CAN
CURED, and that the medicines 1 prepare—T11E MAN
DRAKE FILLS. SEAWEED TONIC, and PULMONIC
s\RUP—will, if used iu strict accordance with the directions, in a majority of cases effect that which the
faculty pronounces impossible—they will cure Consump

Sex

published.

ever

what is

Sell II. lv.
Sehs Karl,

Storage,

Evhlence.

nothing whatever
Either

Arey, Ityan, Boston.
Furgiiaon, Boston; .1. 1*. Merriain,
Clark, do; Columbus, Brown, Portland; Adelaide, Newand
bury port.
Nov. <». Sclis Julia Newell, Meluth -, New York;
Outlie principal Wharf in the harbor, at reasonable Geo. W. Glover, Ifolbrook, do.
terms.
Inquire oi
Nov. 7. Soli Castellane, Hart, B mgor.
loti
ii. Mnuk«iov.
u
Nov. s. Sells Jaehin.Shute, Boston; Cameo,McCarty,
Nov. d.
Nov. f).

Physiology

nary works of
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I have just received a complete and splendid assmt
incut "I lhe above celebrated Hold IVns in a great
iriv
of Holders lor desk and pocket.
A sin.dl and Ijeautliu
size for ladies. Any one wanting the luxury of a
g.w.i
pin should not lull to e vil and examine them at tin
«•. IIEttVKI.
Jewelry Store of
Sole Agent lor Itcll.i t, ami vicinity.
f.v. 11
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Now

druggists,

arc

ftONtou,

No. 11

all

final f

persons
hereby notilicd nut to tnut
bur
VI.I,bor,elt
my wife, Margaret C. Spear,
my nccoiiBt.
bed

lllM < HEAP.

C. U. FIK.r.D,

Boston, and

LOW

No. 11 Phcenix Row.

INSTITUTE,

Debility,

Physical

two ft

W’lLSl'l' C'A.NI* K'i’Mi always on hand, or made
to order, and trimmed in theLATEST STYLE.

BY THE

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION. A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure ot
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in

Man,Nervous

Multitudes of them sutler, linger, and die, because ot
Pm-Worms. The only effectual remedy for these most
troublesome and dangerous of all worms, in children or
adults, n found in IHt. (iolT.Hs PIN-WORM M KIT'.
v ‘getahle: safe and certain. A valuable
cathartic
t to six ioet six Purely
and beneficial to health. (Iko, r
y ro.

METALLIC CASES
always

(Opposite Revere House.)

and

FRANK PERKINS & CO.

K(/£*13

SAVE THE CHILDREN.

MANHOOD AND WOMANHOOD.

Ito. 4 Dtu IHndt Mn el,

new
now

are

As.'c your Druyyist for it, and i
f lit has net yot it, he
will order it for you.
Manufactured by the Franklin Medical Association,
No.
Winter St., Boston, Mass.
'this Association are also Proprietors and Manufacturers of Ur. Foster’s
justly celebrated Catarrh Remedy,
7

100,000 COPIES SOLI) THE LAST YEAlt.
In Monroe, (Jet. 25, by Rev. J. Walker, Mr. Arthur L.
Mat hews, of Belfast, and Mrs. Julia Ryan of Waldo.
In Swanvilie, Oct. 20, by A. E. Nickerson, Esq., Air.
Leonard Harvey, to MiLois J. Scekins, both of Swanvilie.
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BACKS,

And take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke
is upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.
They are purely vegetable and will not intoxicate, tfsp

MARRIED.

DO YOU WANT ONE !

o

lyrfs

and repair pieces, constantly on hand,
together with all
articles of kitchen tarnishing goods,
usually to be
found in a well appointed STOVJC STORE.
Remember the place, aud don't forget that we are NOT
TO UK UNDERSOLD.
-mods
Mu. JH Tluii, Mtreet, Hetr.i.l,

PEABODY MEDICAL

Agent.

S»
o

DOORS,

PUBLISHED

ASK Fill! HI!. CLARKE’S SHERRY WIXE HITTERS.

ISAAC ALLARD

L'mosll-

c-t

01

GRATES,

if you wish to avoid the destructive maladies which are
caused by errors committed in early life, or would b<*
freed from the chains of disease forged by youthful indiscretions, peruse to works of Dr. Hayes, Consulting
Physician ot the Pea bod v Medical Institute, Boston
“THE SCIENCE OF IdFE, or SELF-PURSERVA
TION
treats upon nervous and physical debility, re'
storation of manhood, &c., in a masterly manner, and it
h id become the most popular medical work of the day.
The Peabody Medical Institute publish it, and also, bv
the same eminent author, “.SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY’
See the adOF WOMAN, AND HER DISEASES.”
vertisement of the Peabody Medical Institute in another
column.

MACIUN E !

They execute more rapidly and with LESS NOISE
than any other MACH INK iu use. l'lioy operate equally
well on every variety of material and are not liable to
get out of order.
If you wish t«» purchase a
good MACH IN K, call tnd
•see them at
my Jewelry Store.

FIRE BRICK,

3 m 12

lOVVC M AY Oil

CYLINDERS,
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FRANKLINS,
RING
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WILSON

SILENT FEED LOCK STITCH
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THE WHEELER &

g
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air-tights,

age $1.00,—ti packages $5.27.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

An ounce of solid lact is worth a pound ol theory. Let
me, therefore, present the facts connected with my own
individual experience. Many years ago, 1 was a confirmed consumptive, and like thousands of other unfortunates, was given up to die. Eminent physicians pronounce 1 my case a hopeless one, and told me that if 1
had any preparations to make lor the final soleniu event,
that 1 had better make them speedily. 1 believed this
just as confidently as did the persons who thus affectionately inlorined me that my days were numbered, and
that recovery was impossible. Still, the desire to live
lingered m my bosom. 1 was young, and clung: to lile
with the same tenacity that young men, and old men too,
ordinarily do. I did not leel willing to abandon hope a?
long as a single vestige of it remained, 1 had lull faith
injtlie sad information conveyed to me by my physicians,
but still there was a lingering belief that something
could be done, though I knew not in what direction to
seek for the much-desired relief.
It was at this gloomy and eventful period of my history that I first learned of the roots and herbs from
which my remedies for this dreaded disease are now prepared. I procured and used them, and, to the utter
amazement of all—physicians, friends and neighbors
began to improve. My entire system commenced to un
dergo a complete renovation. Expectoration, which formerly had been difficult and painlul, now became com
paratively easy. 1 threw oil daily large quantities ol ot
tensive yellow matter. At the same lime my long-lost
appetite returned. 1 ate freely of such food as was palatable to me, and which was at the same time nutritious
and wholesome. Expectoration beoame less copious and
less offensive; exhausting night sweats ceased; the racking and hurrassing cough abated; the lever broke; the
pain departed; llesh planted itself on my sadly wasted
frame, and with llesh came strength and lull health.
From a mere skeleton 1 became a stout, strong, robust
man, and 1 have maintained both strength and flesh to
this day. 1 weigh two hundred and thirty-five pounds;
1 am blest will, an appetite vouchsafed to b it few men,
while my digestive organs are amply equal to all the requirements of i. healthful condition of my system.
Now, be it remembered, all these wonderful changes
were wrought by the use ol the medicines I prepare—
MANDRAKE PILLS, SEAWEED TONIC and PULMONIC SYRUP. A cure seemingly so miraculous
naturally created astonishment iu the minds of those
who knew me. 1 was literally besieged on all sides. I
had visitors daily who besought me to give them the
remedies which had wrought the wonderful restoration
and had wrested me lrom the very jaws of death. Letters were received by scores importuning me to
impart
the secret and iuiorm the writers where the specifics for
consumption could be obtained. Others, who were too
weak to travel, not satisfied with writing, sent for and
consulted me in regard to their cases. To all these applications 1 responded as I was able.
1 had fully regained niy health, and gratitude for the
happy result prompted me to turu my attention to the
science ol medicine, with the hope of thereby being abb'
to be ot service to my sullering fellow-creatures.
I devoted my sell closely to my studies, and more
especially
to that branch ot them relating to the terrible disease
lrom which 1 had suffered so long and so much. I investigated it in all its fearful phases, in order to assure
myself that my case was not an exceptional one, The
closer my investigations the more satistactory were my
conclusions. I felt convinced that tens ot thousands of
my lellow-crcatures were dying unnually lrom consumption whose cases were not as desperate and apparently
hopeless as mine had been, and I argued from this that
remedies which had proven so effective with me would
prove equally so with others. 1 prepared my medicines
iu a pleasant and attractive form, and announced them
to the world. The results arc well known. Thousands
ol sullering men, women and children, who were on the
way to the grave, have been cured, and are to-day living
evidences oi the fact that CONSUMPTION CAN BE
CURED; and 1 think I may say, without arrogating to
myself any more than is justly my due, that I have had
as much experience in the treatment of consumption as
any other person in the country, and that my success has
beeu wonderfully great.
Let the reader remember that these are not mere landed statements.
They are positive living tacts, of which
l am the living evidence.
There is an old adage which says, “What has been
done may be done.” 1 have been completely cured ot
consumption by the remedies I now offer to the public.
Ttiousauds of others have testified to similar happy results lrom their use, and thousands ot others still might
be benelitted as I have been, could they but be prevailed
upon to try the virtue of The Mandrake Pills, Seaweed
Tonic and I'ulmonic Syrup. All that is necessary to
convince the most skeptical oi their merits is a lair trial.
Full directions accompany each oi the medicines, so
that it Is not absolutely necessary that patients should
see me personally, unless they desire to have their lungs
examined. For this purpose l Am personally at my
Principal Office, No. 15 North Sixth street, corner
of Commerce, Every Saturday.
Advice is given without charge, but for a thorough examination with the Resplroineter the price is live dollars.
Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Sea Weed Tonic,
each, $1.50 per bottle, or $?.50 the half dozen; Mandrake Pills, 25 cents per box.
J. 1L SCHENCK, M. D.
lyr>6
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ltR. FOSTER’S

S. S. HERSLY & SON

Turner's IVeuralgia l*ill:- Hie great remedy for
Neuralgia and all Xervous Diseases. More than 100,000
cured lay it in the last two years. Price by mail, 1 pack-
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After a constant use of the Universal Clothes
Wrinoek lor more than four years in my family,! am
authorized by the‘-powers that hi-” to give it the most
unqualified praise, and to pronounce it an indispensable
part of the machinery of housekeeping.

At Market this week, 4500 cattle, 13879 sheep and lambs,
5000 fat hogs.
Last week 4579 cattle, 17950 sheep and
Bank robberies are plenty. The latest oc- lambs, r.ooo fat hogs, 25 veals.
From Maine 058 cattle; 317 sheep.
| currod at Wolteboro. N. 11., Friday night,
PRICES.
and resulted in the loss of Sga.OQO. The Xa- Buevics—Extra
qual $12.00 a 13.50 ) Per 100 lbs. on
First qua!
12.25 a 12.75 S the total weight
II tonal Bank and the Savings Bank were both
a 11.50 ) of hide, tallow A
Second ...
in the same apartment, and both were plundj ered.
10.00 a 11.00 i dressed beef.
Third do
of
President
M.
ilou.
John
Brackett,
Poorest grades cows, bulls, &c., $s oo a 9 00.
|
Working Oxen—Extra, $250 a $325; ordinary, 550 a
the discount bank and Treasurer of the sav225: handy steers, $80 a 140 per pair.
ings institution, lost three thousand dollars of Milcii
Cows—Extra, $85 a 115; ordinary, $50 a so.
his private funds, and it is reported that the
Stokes.—$35 to 55 per head, yearlings $18 to 30, two
Cashier. Mr. i'ebbetts, lost two thousand dol- year olds $30 to 45; 3 year olds $45 to 05. Many ol
Die small cattle that are in fair condition are sold for
Tin
larrobbery was committed in the bed. Some of the poorest grades sell at prices less than
usual way. by forcing open a window and ap- our quotations.
Sheer and I.am ns—In
$l 50, 2 50, 3 00 a 3 oo for
i plying powder to the lock ol the safe. The common ones; extra and lots,
selected •’» 50 a 5 00 per head,
i-xplosion is supposed to have taken place lambs, $3 00a4 50, or from 3a6c per lb.
Swine—Spring pigs, wholesale, lie, retail, 12a 15 per
! about one o’clock Saturday morning. A man
lb; Store pigs, wholesale lOullcper lb.; retail, liable
I living in the vicinity was awakened at that
per lb.; fat hogs, 10 3Tall 3-lc per lb.
H ides—Brighton,9 1-2 a 10 ; Country, 9a9 l-2e per lb.
time by a noise, but not considering it anyHas 1-2 c; Country. 7a7 l-2c per lb.
thing serious, went to sleep again. Nearly Tallow—Brighton,
skins, 75 cents; Lamb Skins, 75c: Call
Skins—Sheep
Ibu. hours afterward a person going past- Ike Skins, 20 a 20 cents per lb.
Poultry—Extra, 17alse per lb.; medium, lG.il/c;
bioek saw the outside door open, and noticed
poor 1(5 1-2a 17c per lb.
papers scattered about. The condition of
the safe and the room showed that the exploISEI.iM.HT I* 111CES <5t llltKMT.
sion must have been a heavy one. Search
CORRECTED weekly for the journal.
the
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that
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Belfast, Wednesday, November .3, 1809.
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tlemanly appearing stranger, who gave his ltye,
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Beans,
oo to 7o Hay per ton,
cipal in the robbery. It is thought there is Cats,
$13 to 17
50 to 00 Lime,
a
$1.50 to 00
connection between the Fisherville safe Potatoes,
12 to
Dried Appl<s,
15 Washed Wool,
10 to 15
robbery in Concord, and the Wolfeboro’ af- Cooking,
50 to 75 Unwashed Wool,
do.
30 to 35
27 to 40 [billed Wool,
45 to 00
fair, and further developoments in relation Butter,
is to 20 Hides,
Did* to 00
thereto will he awaited with great interest, Cheese,
20 to
00 Half Skins,
‘^0 to 00
ihc Wolfeboro’ bank ollieials have ottered a Eggs,
22
to
24
to 00
$1.00
Lard,
Sheep Skins,
0 to
12 Wood, hard,
reward of ijlgtHH) for the arrest of the robbers Beet,
$0.00 lo S
to
1.25
1.50
1.00
to 5
Apples, Baldwin,
Wood, sott,
$
and the return of the properly.
S to
10 Dry 1‘ollock,
5 to 0
V’eal,

number of friends and admirers ot Mr
l)a\is, ineluding some of tlie city oilieials,
li ned
by tlie gun .yhieli announced the ar11
il of the Cuba, were last night in atlcnillU'.-e at lower
steamship landing, in spile of
A great deal of attention is attracted to the
'lie heavy rain that was falling, in anticipation
ease of Dr. Paul Sehoeppe, now under senI hi.> arrival from Baltimore. These, anticipatence of death for the murder of Miss Maria
tions of welcome were, however, disappoint
M. Slenneeke. at Carlisle, Pa. Sehoeppe is
il. as the steamship ‘ontimied on her course
•i well-educated and intelligent physician of
0 tlie
and
were
adrendered
upper landing,
ha- been in this country but a year, and
litionaliv annoying 1 ■ v tie rain and intense JS,
is sou of a Lutheran minister at Carlisle, lie
'•old.
formed the acquaintance of Miss Slenneeke
\ mimliernf friends, too, in spile of the inwhile in the discharge of his professional duane
m-y ot tlie weather, made inquiries for ties.
Courtship and engagement of marriage
die oid out ederale President at the SI.('harles
followed the acquaintanceship. Miss Stem
a which hotel tlie rooms lie occupied upon
necke died under rather suspicious circumhi- previous visit had boon engaged.
I hose
stances, and while under the treatment of
met
no
more
surwhit
iquiries, however,
Sehoeppe, who had become involved in some
as, Ilian did tic v isit of others
already men- matters of money and real estate speculaloiied to the .Jackson steamship landing.
tions in the interest of deceased, wdio was reTin iaeis of tin ease, however, were t hat an
A post
to lie possessed of § til,(Hilt.
ported
»rder had been issm-d from the Custom House
mortem examination and analysis of theeonail
on
board
tlie
Cuba
Ictaining
passengers
i tents of the stomach reveals the presence
during tlie night, and consequent iy only those of prussic acid and morphia, but whether it
"f Mr Davi-.’ friend- who sough- for hint on
was given as a medicine, or with intent to
lie steamship at the upper landing were permurder, such medical experts as Professors
mitted io welcome him.
dross and Pancoast, and
liken. Woriuha
10 those of tlie latter (las, Mr Davis preThe
others, have been unable to decide.
enied an improved appearance physically w hole affair
much resembles the cole|
very
since Iii last \ is.it. and conversed with cheer i brated Parkman-Webster ease which
happen'illness about tiie incidents of hi- voyage.
<1 veal's ago. Sehoeppe protests his iiinoi'lli s|. am- iip had stopped two day s at Ha! ccner, and defies any medical man to prove
vana
He trip, however, had been otlicritlie ease one of murder. The (lormun socieu
without incident, barring a little rough
j ties ot Pennsylvania. New York and New
v.
ather tin- last day in the (Juif.
Jersey believe his story, and are using all
|
Mr
Davis
to
tintiie
city.
During
passage
their .forts to save his life.
j
was
on
deck
and
lioii'd himself frequently
treated with much distinction by tin pas.sen
A \ i i'I'.iian.
The Si. John (Now 1 trimsami crew. Accompanying him on his
| -vii k) Telegraph says tlial there is now rcvoyage were a brother and niece.
1
11 i understood to he the intention «f Mr. Ailing in tlial city a Mr. Henry A. Laltimove,
eighty t ears of age, who participated in all
1 >;u is in make this city hi.- home This morn
the principal battles fought on the Peninsula
big he w.11 leave the <'alia and take up for
lew days the quarters which have been pro- In tin* “Iron Duke,” from 1x12 till the linal
He
vided for him, where, doubtless, the friends overthrow of Napoleon at Waterloo.
alio have tints fai been disappointed, will ; was three tinier wounded, first by a cannon
nave
an opportunity ot again wu looming j ball on the lop of his forehead: second, by
a. musket ball in his
right arm, and, third, by
on to their midst.
a missile id the same kind
in his leftside,
lie was one of the braves who were blown
j
ID.Ait Admiuai. Cn.iiti.ivs Stkivaut whose
at San Sebastian in Spain, and
A. atli took plaeeJSaturday aflernuon, si as the j“skv high"
lone of the very tew who escaped destruction,
olo it officer in ihe Nav y which he entered
lie witnessed the lliglit of Napoleon, which
with tin- rank "I Lieutenant in March, 17DM.
ensued after the fatal order was
j
He u a- a native of Philadelphia, where le- immediately
given 1 iv his great rival, "I'p, Guards, and
ss a- born duly bJ. 177(1, and was the younglie was present at the execution
at tin an
In lsi.Ni lie was apest of eight children.
i of Marshal Nry, doing duty as a sentinel.
schooner
Fxperi- 1’ho
pointed to command the
to which lie belonged was the 2Sth;
meiit, and in the autumn of that year fought and corps
he received his discharge in ls;!li. after
I
ml captured a French vessel after an action
He
for about twenty-four years.
i ten minutes without ioss to himself. From j -erving
: i- still hale and hearty, and is rather fond, than
hat time his career was most honorable to
over again his old battles.
lie further ilistin.- otherwise, lighting
himsell and the country
i,lied himself in the war with Tripoli. In
s ;
Captain Stesvart ivas appointed to the
They IIankf.ii after it. Mi it hers sigh for it.
In LSI:!, in the Con- Fat tiers
'ate. Constellation.
fly fur it. children cry inr it! For wind?
lit ill ion, lie fought tin- ('vane and Levant for ; \V VltltEN’S Col lin I5aI saM !
three hours and Ihe action ended by his capJr {; The great dry goods linn of New England,
are now offering mituring both vessels, though they outnumber- Messrs. .11 hi inn. Marsh & <
He I usual inducements to buyer.--. 1 heir heavy pur■1 him in weight and number ot guns.
alter chased by three British lrig- ! eliases immediately sueeeeiling the tale gold panic.
oon
w as
1
while every class of merchandise sullered from the
Ui
lull the '-()ld Ironsides'’ escaped with
1 existing depression, eualiles them to offer their
tin loss of her prizes. On his relllin Con- goods at extremely low rates.
Every laity will lie
or.
the Legislature 4 Pennsylvania, and j iuleresled in visiiing tln-ir establishment in Itustim
hi-fore
her
a her bodies paid him merited honors.
Ills
garments fir winter wear.
deciding upon
His later years
iasi cruise expired ill 181:1.
A (T.fruy.Man wriltiug to a frinn! says, “Mv
have been spent in retirement B. J. Lossing
voyage to Europe is indetmitely ]iostponeil. 1 have
visited him in tsiiii, and describes him as then disi-nv red tile ‘fountain of health' on Miis side of the
iglity-six years of age, a firm and compact Atlanlie. Three bottles of the Peruvian Syrup have
built man of about live feet nine inches in rescued me from The fans of the llend Dyspepsia.”
Dyspeptics should drink from this fountain.
wight and possessed of great boililv and
He was the only surviving
i-nl-d vigor.
W'n.ii I'liFURV Bai. s.vM—-The memory of Dr
■Iii••-■I in the military or naval service ivho I W i-dar is emlialmed ill the Ill-arts of thou saint whom
in :i '-ommissioii dated in the last century. ids Iht/stim <■/ It 7/d Chcri'H lias cured of coughs.
colds, consumption, or some other form of Pulmonj ary disease. It is now over forty years since this
[From the Central City (Col. Register..
| preparation was brought before tin public, and yet
One of the most re- ! the demand for it is constantly increasing.
A Tikkvj.ni; Rat.
uk.ible animals of the Rocky Mountains is I
A case of chronic rheumatism of unusual severity.
te Rocky Mountain rat, the Neotonia t in- | cured
by “Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment,” is liotie|
rca of Heard, also known as the Neotonia 1 ed
by one of our exchanges. A large hunch came
!»
idciitatis and called in Oregon the wood lout upon tin- In-cast of the sufferer, and appeared
at
A lull grown rat is often nine inches in like part of the In-east hone.
length from tip of nose to base of tail, while
The sweetest word iii our language is health. At
the tail adds about as much more to its length. the lirst indication of disease,
use well-known and
It- hair is soft,
hack
on
the
and
whitish
approved remedies. For dyspepsia or indigestion,
gray
For coughs, colds
use “Parsons' Purgative Piils."
u the
belly, cars short hut broad, and round sore
or lame stomach, use Johnson's Auodi no Liniiil bushy at the tip.
It is the worst thief in
ment.
'he animal creation, not
exepting man, for it
ilways steals and does not stop to consider
One of the few really successful enterprises of the
A1 hether what he steals is vaulable or not.
day is Parker & Co.’s One Dollar Sale. Their
system offers a greater opportunity for the purchase
Many strange stories are told concerning its of
the thousand and one useful articles, at a
-b
aling nails, candles, etc, and bringing that comes within the reach of all classes, thanprice
any
back in return manure and all sorts of offal. other.
Its operations often have the
a well understood fact, that eertaiu classes of
It
is
appearance
the dealer a very large percentage of
more of
having been the result of a desire to goods pay
almost necessary, especially
he
than
else.
On one oe- profit: 'fhis appears
employed
anything
Jewelry, Silver Plated Ware, &cl,
iti«»n .1. Alden Smith, of this office, says he in Fancy Goods,
of which a dealer does not sell sufficient of any one
had standing in his office in Clear Creek coun- article to make it an object of trade, and is obliged
ty, half a keg of nails, containing three sizes, to purchase in small quantities; and when tin:i,*d during a single night these rats took out goods are sold by three or four different classes of
merchants, and each charge a very large protit, the
ail the nails and
piled them up on the floor in
double the original cost of manufacthree piles, each size by themselves. The price becomes
ture before reaching the hands of the people.
one animals
after night, brought in
It is in such goods Parker it Co., its it lOd Summer
night,
heaps of manure from an outhouse. But even St.. Boston, deal most extensively. Their sales are
so immense they make each article a speciality, ofstranger than this was performed in the ten
buying all a manufacturer can produce. Their
house ot Mr. Hale on
Tuesday night. Ongo- system
gives universal satisfaction. Bead their
ing to bed he placed his false teeth on the bu- advertisement.
ImlC
0 :01.
In the morning the false teeth were
received
have
How
invalids
light
many
despairing
gone and a raw potato left in their place.
aud liope from the perusul of Dr. A. li. Hayes’
After a long search,
olf
the weather- medical works it would lie impossible to estimate.
tearing
boarding in several places, they were found While engaged in an extensive and most lucrative
in the nest of one of these
The rat practice lie has yet found time to write a series of
rats.
treatises that will confer upon him imperishable rehad started to carry off the
potato, but lind- nown. All should read them. (See advertisement
nig the teeth took them and left the
ihnlO
potato. of Peabodv Medical Institute.)
A

Residence at Mrs.

given

Special

..

lie ‘i‘ew of the koarsarge. that sunk the
Alabama complain that of the bounty of
'goo ,.;t< Ii for
destroying a superior vessel, as
well a- tin- lai ye sums subscribed in tin cities,
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NOTICES

rsiii:n

Maim*.

/
s

|N !,XN

loth.* matter ot S rid'IIFN A, DOYl.F
M A BKS, Bankrupts.

ami

n.

oils

B.

IS TO HIV I. NOTICE that a p- iiiio.i hav
,.g
A. been presented t.» the ConrI <»n t lo- 1 w nt v-hrst dav
ol November, A. D. I>*.s, by < )| 1- K. .Mark
Franklin
in said district, l it.
cop ii lm-r «d Stej b. 1, A D..vh-, un
d.
t ie tirm ol DoyI
N M 11k~ bankrup!
p
.ug t!.
lie might he decreed to hav. ,1 till, dis.-h tfrom ,d' h.
debts, provable under I he Bankrupt A, 1, upon wln.li
uderod in the F.U vv« th A un 1. an
l" tit ion notie.- wa
and Koeklaml Free I 1
retni nalih
M >nd
ol duly,A. I>. 1.*mVi, and it hav in r b.
;. -.nude to
appear :
the Court on the twenty-seventh day ot duly, A |>. 1-,..
that said order, through accident an l with.ml built
neglect on the
ot the petit inner- had md be. n eon.
plied with, ami thereupon.
And therefore, upon the petition of
aid Haul njt,.
on the twenty-seventh
e.uday ot duly, aforesaid, noti
ordi-red anew in the newspapers, aloresaid, ref iirnabk- on
lhe first Monday o( October, A. I). InV.'. .... I u..\v up.a
this twenty-first day ot October, A. I>.
n app. urine
upon inspection ot the record of said case, that said l.i
meiiliounl order had been complied with only in par*,
and it having been shown to the Court that the failure
to comply arose from other cause* that the negbvt or
fault of the petitioner, having now presented In-, j titi.m
to the Court, praying lor notice to 1 a
anew on Id
aforesaid petition lor discharge :
l po!i reading said l'elitiou for discharge anew, it 1now, upon the twenty first day ot October, aforesaid,
Ordered by the Court that a hearing be bad
upon
the same, on the first Monday of January, A. I*
K'u, before the Court in Cortland, in said District, at
ten o’clock, A. M.,uml that notice thereof be published
in the Ellsworth American ami the lb-publican Joum .!
newspapers printed in said District, once
week tor
three weeks, and that all creditors who have
proved
their debts ami other persons in interest, may appear at
said time and place, and show cause, it am tin
hav.-.
why the prayer ol said I’ctition should not be granted.
\VM. 1*. FBFBFE,
Jvvi:
Clerk of District Court tor said District.

spills

..

part

■

Distbk’T Conn’ ok the Unita
States. District of Maine.

i>

/
S

,

1 11

*

In the matter of STKIMIKN A. DOYUK and (HIS R.
MARKS, Bankrupts.
IS
rpilIS
X been

TO lilVK NOTICK that

a

Petition

having

presented to the Court,on the twenty-first day
November, A. D. INtfs, by Mcphen A. Doyle,of Prank
liu, In said District, late copartner ot oti> R. Marks, oi
the firm of Doyle & Marks, Bankrupts praying that fir
might be decreed to have a lull discharge from all debts,
provable under the Bankrupt Act, upon which petition
ot

notice

was

ordered in the Kllsworth American ami the

Rockland Kree Press, returnable on the tir-t Monday
.July, A. D. JmHJ, and it having been made to appear

ol
to

the Court on the twenty-seventh
ot .July, A. D.
that said order through accident ami without fault or
neglect on the
of the petitioners had not been
complied
with, and thereupon.
Uupon the petition of said Bankrupts, on the twentyseventh day of July aforesaid, notice was ordered anew
in the newspapers aforesaid, returnable on the first Mon
(lay ol October, A. D. 18<;«»; and now upon this twents
first day of October, A. 1>. 18ti*J, it
appearing upon in
spection of the record ot said case, that said last men
tioncd order had been complied with only in
part, and .1
having been shown to the Court that the lailure so to
comply, arose from other causes than the neglect or fault
of tin* petitioners, and the said
petitioner, having
now presented his
petition to the Court praying tor notice to issue anew on his
for
discharge
petition
Upon reading said Petition for discharge anew it is
now, upon tlie twenty-tirst day of October aforesaid,
Ordered l»y the Court that a hearing tie had upon
the same on the lirst Monday of January, A.D. lMo, before
the Court in Portland, in said District, at ten o’clock, A.
Id., and that notice thereof he published in the Kllswortli
American and the Republican Journal, newspapers
printed m said District, once a week for three weeks,
and that all creditors who have proved their debts ami
other persons iu interest, may appear at said time uinl
why the prayer
place, and shew cause, it any they
ot said Petition should not be grunted,

day

part

have,

3wi:

\VM. P. PRKBLK,
Clerk of District Court lor said District.

THE CLOSING SCENE.

TIIF.

BY T. B. REID.

Within the sober realm of leallcss trees.
The russet year inhaled the dreamy air;

Like some tanned reaper, in liis hour of ease,
When all the fields are lying brown and hare.

The gray burns looking from their hazy hills
t Per the dun waters widening in Ihe vales,
Sent down the air a greeting to the mills,
On the dull thunder of alternate flails
A I! sights were mellowed and all sounds subdued
The hills seemed further and the stream sang
low.
in a dream the distant woodman hewed.
A
Ifis winter log with many a muffled hlow.
The embattled forests, erewhile armed with gold.
Their haulier bright with every martial hue.
New -tood like some sad. beaten foe of old,
Withdrawn afar in Time’s remotest blue.
m

(

I

sombre wings the vulture tried his flight:
he dove scarce heard his sighing mate's com-

plaint,

And. like a star slow drowning in the light.
The village church vane seemed to pale and faint.
he sentinel cock upon the hillside crew—
< row thrice—and all was stiller than before;
silent, till some replying warder blew
lli- alien horn, and then was heard no more.
I

\\ here er-t the wren, within the elm's tall crest.
Made garrulous trouble round her unfledged
young.
And where the oriole swung her swaying nest,
liy etery light wind like a censer swung.
-ang the noisy martens of the eaves:
The busy, swallows circling ever near—
Foreboding, as the rustic mind believes,
An earl} harvest and a plenteous year.
Where

Where every bird that waked the vernal feast,
eet slumber from its wings at morn,
shook the
To warn the reaper of the rosy cast—
All now was sunless,empty', and forlorn.
Atom from out the stubble, piped the quail.
And croaked the crow through all the dreary

gloom;
A lime the phea-ant, drumming iu the vale,
Maile

celio to the distant cottage loom.

fliei'e wa~ no hud. no bloom. Upon the bowers,
flic spiders wove their thin shrouds night by

night;

l

IKTHOLOGY—BY JOSH BILLINGS.

ie- thi-tle down, the only ghost of flowers,
sailed -lowly l.v—passed noiseless out of sight.

Amid all this, in this most dreary air.
And where the woodbine sheds upon the porch
It- crimson leave-, a- if the year stood there,
F iring the floor with its inverted torch.
Amid all this, the centre of the scene.
ldie white-haired matron, with monotonous

tread.

l’lied the -wild wheel, and with her joyless mien
Sat like a fate, and watched the flying thread.

GREAT ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC

CODFISH.

OF GOODS

THOUSAND CASES
I70RTYshipped

TEA COMPANY,
The codfish ix the child ov the oshen. This
\o. * cm;lieii street,
ickounts for their being so salt.
NEW YORK CITY.
They are caught with a hook and line, and P.AnO. Box 5506. of capitalists for
the purpose of imorganization
Our facilities for transacting this immense business
bite like a steel-trap, and hang on like a poor
porting Teas and distributing them to Merchants are better than ever before. We have agents in all the
relation.
throughout the country at Importer’s prices. Establish- principal cities to purchase goods from the ManufacturI'rice I.ist.
ers, Importers, and others, for Cash, and often at an
They are good eating for a wet day; they ed 18G1I. Send for
immense sacrilice from the original cost of production.
ire better than an
unibrolly to keep a man
Our stock consists, in part, of the following goods :—
a man in every town of one thousand or
more inhabitants to manufacture (and employ
dry.
Shawls. Blankets, Qnilts, C otton*. Gingmillions
of
articie
which
and
an
of
sell
others
to
apply)
Dried codfish ix one of the luxuries ov life;
ham*, Dregs Goods, Table Ain on. Towels,
dollars worth have been sold. From $ 10 to $120 worth
Gloves, Skirts, Corsets, Ac,, Ac.
Hosiery,
but codfish three times a day would weaken needed upon every building. I'atent run out, free to all.
Silver-Plated Ware, Spoons plated on
Write full directions upon full common size stamped Sickel Silver, Dessert Forks, live-bottle
my confidence in them.
fold the ends together and enclose for particuplated Castors, Dritaunia Ware, Glass
Codfish never venture into fresh water; envelope,
lars to UFA BKADSTREKT, Box 205, Boston, Mass.
Ware. Table and Pocket Cutlery, in great
did.
if
would
they
spile
they
variety.
German
1 have never been codfishing myself, but
and
Io >**200 per
WAITED.
Klegant French
Fancy
liaontli to sell the original and improved Corn- Goods, Deautiful Photograph Alliums, the
think 1 should like it better than fishing for
All complete for newest and choicest styles in Morrocco and Velvet Bindwon Sense Family Sowing Machine.
frogs.
$lf*. It will hem, fell, stitch, bind, braid and embroid- | ings.
Borrocco Travelling Dags, Handkerchief
1 think I could ketch frogs well enough, er “Lock Stitch.” C aution.— Do not buy Machines
and Glove Doves. Ac.
same name as ours from any one except those
but should insist upon their taking themselves under the
Gold and Plated Jewelry, of the newest
are
as
they
having certificate ot Agency, signed by us,
off the hook.
worthless cast-iron Machines. For circulars and terms, styles.
We have also made arrangements with some of the
&
430
CO.,
Spruce
I had rather take a boss bumble bee in my address or apply to C. BOWERS
leading Publishing Houses, that will enable us to sell
hand than alive frog, not because 1 am afraid Street, Philadelphia, l’a.
the standard and latest works of popular authors at
about one-half the regular price :-such as Byron, Moore,
the frog would bite, but 1 am afraid ov their
By
hyyivm OX IKOIKE PAIITIIG.”
Milton, and Tennyson’s Works, in full Gilt
JlX ,J. W. Mam in Cl., 4S p.,40c. Free bv mail Burns,
kicking.
and Cloth Bindings,—and hundreds of others.
Y.
Sum people aint afraid to take anything on receipt of price. MASURY <) WHITOX, N.
I HE5E ANU EVERY! HING ELSE FOR
with their hands that they can reach, not even
(Jil/ A IIon V made it in *i\ months. Secret
m eel, but if I should
get caught by an eel, 4> I E ^rVJand sample mailed free. A. J. Fullavi, A'. ).
We do not offer a single article of merchandise, that
if I couldn’t settle with him right off by giv(tOO t\ A -I Tear guaranteed to Agents. Address can be sold by regular dealers at our price. We do not
ing him the hook and line. 1 would throw tin- 3>U0UU». AH EARN ,5 P. O. Avenue, Baltimore, Md. ask you to buy
goods from us unless we can sell tluni
pole into the bargain and put for home.
cheaper than you can obtain them in any other way,—
for while tlie
or
Doctor
Druggist
TOUT
.4*1*
greater part of our goods are sold at about
The codfish iz said be an aristokrat, and to
*4VEET OI'IXIXJE—it equals (bitter) (Juiniuc
keep aloof from other fish ov his size in tin- MTd by Stearns, Farr & Co., Chemists, New York
and
claims to be a relation ov the whales ;
sea,
We want good reliable agents in every part of the
in the world.
but this looks to be rather fishy.
rpiIE best TOOTH POWDER
to Dentist, S cvada, Iowa. Country, By employing your spare time to form clubs
and sending us orders, you can obtain the most liberal
1 have noticed that the codfish always has a X Send stamp for sample
commissions, either in Cash or 3»rc-tian«lis<». and
stiff upper lip: but I think this is more owing
all goods sent by us will be as represented, and we guarAromatic Vegetable Soapto the bone that iz in him than it is to his
antee satisfaction to every one dealing with our house.
Agents should collect teu cents from cech customer
blood.
and forward to us in advance, tor Descriptive Checks ot

ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

WANTED,

The mackrel iz

game fish.

a

skools.

They
with a
hook.

they

They ought
are

in

always

very easy to bite, and are caught
piece ov llanncl petticoat tied onto a
are

They are not the only kind of fish that
caught by the same bail.

Children.
SOTD BY ATT. l»RlGGI§Ti.

For the Delicate Skin of Ladies and

are

Mackrel inhabit the sea, but those that inhabit the grocery's always taste to me az
though had been born and fatted on salt.
They want a good deal of freshning before
they are eaten, and want a good deal ov freshning afterwards.
If 1 kan have plenty of mackrel for breakfast, I kan generally make my other two
meals out ov cold water.
Mackrel are konsidered by many people the
best fish that swims, and are called “the salt

ITTORUS OF WISDOM lor Young Men on the Uulingr Passion in Youth & Early Manhood, with,
self-help for the erring and unfortunate. Sent in sealed,
letter envelopes, free of charge. Address Howard Association, Box P. Phila., Pa.

W

AFFLICTED RESTORED !

last the thread was snapped, her head was
bowed;
Life dropped the distal)' through her hands
serene;
And loving neighbors soothed her careful shroud,
Whiledeath and winterelosed the autumn scene.

WHEN THE

TO ISPAHAN.

SULTANJ30ES

Whentht Sultan Shah-Zanum
<lacs to tin city Ispahan,
Even before In* gets so far
A- the place where the clustered palm-trees are.
At the last of the thirty palace-gates.
The pet ot the harem, Rose-m-Bloom,
Or h r- a least in his favorite room,—
<(littering squares of colored ice,
sweetened with syrup, tinctured with spice,
< r< ams. and cordials, and sugared dates.
Syrian apples. Othmance quinces,
Lime-, and citrons, and apricots,
And wines that are known to Eastern princes;
Vnd Nubian slaves, with smoking pots
* M
spiced meats and costliest fish.
And all that the curious palate could wi-li.
Pa— in and out of the eedarn doors;
scattered over mosaic floors
Are anemones, myrtles, and violets.
And a musical fountain throws its jets
of a hundred color- into the air.
'file dusk Sultana loosens her hair.
And -tains with the henna-plant the tips
< »f her
pearly nail-, and bites her lips
Till they bloom again.—but, alas! that ro-e
Not lbr tlie Sultan buds ami blow.-:
Sot far the Sultan Shah-Za man.
Win n hr <J"> s (<> tin city Isjni/nnt.

Then, at a wave of her sunny hand.
The dancing girl- of Samareand
Kl«»at in like mists from Fairy-land!
And to the low voluptuous swoons
of music rise and fall the moons
of their full, brown bosoms. Orient blood
Run- in their vein.-, -hines in their eyes :
And tle re, in this Eastern Paradise,
Filled with the fumes of sandal-wood,
Vnd Khoten musk, and aloe- and myrrh.
Sits Uo-c-in-BIooin on a silk divan,
sipping the wines of Astrakhan;
And her Arab lover -it- with her.
That's ic/n n tin Sultan Shah-Zaman
tiiis to tin city Ispahan.
Now, when 1 see all extra light,
Flaming, flickering on the night
From my neighbor's easement opposite.

wore a pair of goggles.
This individual delivered into the hands of (lie doctor an envelope, and without making any particular explanation turned and left, and that was the
last seen of lmn. On opening the envelope
the doctor found it to contain 81000 of the
missing money, which lie was very glad to

they

recover.

■

\Veiwteu's Retaining Fee. One day a gentleman l'rom New Bedford waited upon Mr.
Webster in his otlice in Boston—the little old
olHoc in Court street—wishing to engage him
for the defence in an important ease at law.
The visitor himself was the defendant, and
the amount at stake in the suit was from sixty to seventy thousand dollars. He presented all the important points, and Mr. Webster
But the
was willing to undertake the task.
client could not exactly tell when the case
would come on.
“Very well,” said Webster. “If you wish
to retain me for the defence in this suit, I
will hold myself in readiness,and will not engage for the plaintiff.”
The gentleman asked what the retaining
fee would be.
“A thousand dollars.”
“A thousand dollars?”
“See what I engage to do, sir. I not only
hold myself at your command, perhaps for a
month or more,—but I debar myself from accepting any offer, no matter how large, from
the plaintiff.”
The applicant filled out a check for a thousand dollars, and gave it to the great expounder.

•

“And now, sir,” said Daniel, after he had
put the check into his pocket, “I will give
you a bit of advice gratis. If you can compromise this business, upon fair terms, with
the plaintiff, you had better do so.”
The client acknowledged his thanks, and
then took his leave. Daniel sent his check to
the bank, where it was duly honored.
On the very next day the gentleman from
New Bedford called upon Mr. Webster again.
The plaintiff was in Boston—had come up
on the previous day on purpose to compromise, and a compromise had been effected.
we have made
“In short,” said the client,
a fair and satisfactory settlement.”
Mr. Webster was very glad; and having
so
expressed himself, and duly congratulated
his visitor, he would have turned to other
business; but the visitor seemed to have some
thing further on his mind—something that
made him restive and uneasy.
“Of course,” lie ventured ; after a pause,
‘I shall not require your services, Mr. Webster.”
“Certainly not, sir.”
“And—and—liow about the thousand dollars I paid you ?” faintly queried the gentlethe propriety of payman, who couldn’t see
which were never
ing such a sum for services
to be rendered.
“O,—ah,” responded Daniel, with a bland
smile,
you don’t seem to understand. It is
a
fee—callvery simple. That was retainingol the
coned in law, a retainer. By virtue
tract I, also, became a retainer. What should
t
1 retain if not my lee ?
And the gentleman from New Bedford wenaway thoroughly instructed in the legal sig
nification of a retainer.''
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Simonton Bros. & Co.

PIHEIIX ROW, BELFAST, RA1\E,
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$100

Gold
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to an Ageni
missions 1

with

Com-

MARK TWAIN’S
STEW

IBOOK.

The Innocents

Abroad,”

Willi fill its humor, and all its richness, is ready tor
Agents. The whole press ot the country is praising it.
Hid every person who has read it is known by his eheerIni looks. One agent at Rochester took 71 orders in one
day. We have reports like this constantly. We pay the
largest commissions and extra premiums as above. Send
to us lor our explanatory circulars, and sample which is
sent tree, and judge for vourself. AM ERIC VN 1T1»EISH1NG CO., Hartford] Conn.

Unfailing Eye Preservers.

ers can

MANY

We

BELFAST

Mills,
K

19

Head of

F

1.

T

S

A

Historical and Personal Reminiscences, replete with
Humor, Anecdotes and Entertaining Narrative.
It coutains his celebrated Lecture on the Art of Money Getting,with rules lor Success in Business,for which
he was offered $0,000.
We oiler extra inducements to
Agents. Send for 32 page circular, with Specimen Engraving and terms to Agents.
J. IB. HI HR A CO..
l*ul»li*lier*. Hartford. Conn.

JUST NOW !
WEEKLY

Mew York Observer
The oldest and Jlesl Family Newspaper, are olleriug it to
new subscribers on very favorable terms.
Maniple
»0
copio* with circulars, sent free to any address.
uunum.

SIDNEY E. MORSE, Mi., & CO.,
37 Park Row, New York.

EM ALE COLLEGE, Jlordentown, X, J
Board and tuition $208 pr. year. For catalogues
A. M., Prea’t.
address Rev. John II.

Tide,

received at this DYE HOUSE, or at the tign ol
Dye House, E. SALMOND, No. 14 l’henix ltow, Eastern

Express Ollioe, where

all orders will be

tended to.

promptly

at-

Parties in the habit ol sending goods to be Dyed or
Cleansed out of town, will liiul on trial, that they can
have such work done at this establishment in a manner
unsurpassed by any DYE HOUSE in the State.
Ladies’ Cloaks and Sacks, also Cent lemon’s Garments
cleansed or dyed andpiessed without being ripped, to
appear as good as new.
Ladies’ Velvet, Crape, Satin, Silk, Cashmere, Woolen
and Wool, aud Cotton Goods of all dose: iptions, cleansed, dyed and tinished in the

MOST PEE FELT MAXXEE.

worn

Brakeley’,

Cr.

ALLEN.

llelfast,
&ir

October 5, 1809.
N. 15. All Goods Dyed IS lack

arc

warranted not to

smut.

Ladies’ dresses should be ripped in order to put on the
gm!3.
original style of finish.

Cray’s Linen Collars and

FREE! THE WONDER
Free

N. Y.

by

mail

on

receipt

of

price.

Masury &

Whiton,

WATJEH.S’

New Scale Pianos.
With Iron Frame, Overstrung Brass and Agraffe Bridge.
JMLelo«l«on* and C'al>in€*t Or^an*.
The best manufactured. Warranted for O years.
Piano*, Melodeom und Org-am
Prices
greatly reduced for Cash. New 7-octavo Pianos $270
and upward. New Cabinet Organs $10 and upward.
Second-hand instruments $40 and upward. Monthly
instalments received. Warerooms, 481 Broadway, N.
Horace Waters.
Y.
—

Phthisic!

Hish St

Phthisic !

LEWIS’ INHALANT, for the Phthisic,

Always

Relieves

the most Distressing cases of Phthisic in a few minutes.
Inhaled with the breath, it goes directly to the Lungs
and air cells, and relief is immediate and certain.

ATTENTION!

Who has

a

PATENTED, May 18, 1809.
By Mail $1.00.
J. C’. JLEWlft. Proprietor,

tfoO

CD
■4-<
CD

'i

U)
0
u

COLORS.

P

Cuaranteed to I"

Known as “Hailrouil" Colors.
more economical, more durable and more convenient
than any l’alnt ever before offered.
A book entitled “Plain Talk with Practical Painters,’
with samples, sent free by mail on application.
MASUUY & WII1TON.
Clobe White I.end and Color Works,
111 Fulton St., New York.
established 18:15
Beware Ol Imitations.

WILL PAV A«E»T» A NALAlkl
per week and expenses, or allow a largt
to sell our new & wonderful inventions
Address M. \Vaonki: & Co., Marshall, Mich,

of IJCIO
WE
commission,

MOUSTACHES forced to grow in six weeks. Ham
PH pies by mail Vj cts. Address II. IlICirAltUS, Neu
York, Box titlSf..

:

03

>»
©

r-*

03
09
f-t
O

City.

|

on

receipt

oi

l’rice.

Address,
EA'fOiV A C

For

O.,

Cirneai'n Laiidin^,
Sale, Wholesale* and Retail, l>y
*. A. HOW CN A C

on

t-137

Belfast,

Maine.

LU linin'

i

eaiVnot

customer

LYONS POPLINS, &c.,
mbl <it LOW

pri'-es.

BLAC K ALPAC AS.
Department conEvery quality is

presented from 30

l'^s- *°

$1.00-
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detailed essay on the gre it
rendering to all classes of

advmta/* s 11»»• y are eapabl.
people.
There are at present many styles ot Machine-, at v
riou.- prices in the market, making it important that r»u\
ers should uuders!ami the |itilifics ,,l each, thus he
-lire the one best a.tap; /
ing intelligently-prepared t
t

their

wants.

simplicity

CIIAb'GH

when the (dot h is pun based at the

STORE,

rm

attached to the VV K K l

m
t

e

n,

convenience ot

ot arrangement, «\v.
Full instruction given and satisfaction

deceived

Folsoms

ol the llle and health of others, there are tlio.-o among
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting'giving
mercury to their patients, or that it is contained in their
nostrums, so that the “usual fee” may be obtained fur
prolessedly curing, or “the dollar,” or fraction ot it,”
may be obtained for the nostrum. It is thus thatmany
are deci ived, also, and spend large amounts tor experiment- with quackery.
DU. DIX'S
; chari.es are
very moderate. Communications sacredly
confidential, and all may rely on him with the strictest
I secrecy and contidence, whatever may be the di -i a- condition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts ot the
United States,
All letters requiring advice must contain on<-dollar to
insure an answer.
Address l>u. I..Dix,No. J1 Lndicott st. Boston, M a
I
Boston Jan. 1 lsoi*— 1 vr

j

CAUTION
To Females in Delicate Health.

that

Ihitnl

l!y

1

1

plate.

An\ dentist in this county infringing upon
or any person w» aring such plates, not 1 it cl.
ol me, will be dealt with as the law aW>uv.
Certain mischievous persons have reported that I h
left I’.ellast. Numerous living witnesses will te-tify
such is not the ease. 1 have no intention ol Uavu
And I will give public notice when 1 do.
tl:
CALVIN MOOKH. 1>. I). .s.

right,

STEAM BOILER WORKS
kin Is >f Strain Boilers, Locomotive, Tubular
Mamie and Cylinder, made to order, u• »I
they ran be mad*- in Ib-'oti or el.-i where.
boih r> taken in part pa ia* ut ter new ; dsn -hip and
tanks, iron door* and shutters. smoke stack, and sh*
iron work don to order, ib pairing ut all kinds in
line promptly attended to.
RANI! I <11.1. IVAN.
Corner of Washington & Oak St. Bangor Me.
:ne<

\1J Hue,

heap

as

FURNITURE!

FURNITURE!

FIELD

MATHEWS

No. t !, I *H KN IX
BELFAST,

perfect

Have a Splendid Assortment id Superior WAl.Nl
l’ARLOK Id' UN 1 11 UK, eo\<icd with Hair «
Uepps, &e., 1 >ining Uoom Furniture, Cottage Ch un'
Furniture, Kxtra Hair Mattresses, Spring Bed?.
Bedsteads, Chairs ot all varieties, in tact eu'r;.t!in
the way ot Furniture.
We manufacture ine-t ol our good-•
n»j
best ot workuieti, which enables us
<■'!
r ii..
i:
*.v
ment- to dl who vv oe really good J. urm'oir
All good-, ot our own luanntneiuie ar« win
sold to go into the country will In'packed .viih
li patch. Call and'•
Ship Cabinet W ork and in
ot" all descriptions done to oi.h r. Work Shop at

Stock, and

an

FREIGHTS0 REDUCED!

to

To

Boston,

insure

Steamer &

NtreH,

Howto
one

lluckspoit.

Money

Damage by FIRE

RATES

■

or

LIGHTNING,

tTiO

of

PREMIUM.

No Hoard Combinations

It not found lor sale

PATTERNS
—CUT AT—

II,

L.

LORD'S
-Wo. ll» lliirh St.

any town, and your

tor

will be liked that we agree to refund the moiu > il
wishes to return the machine free of freight, dt
month’s trial according to directions.
Liberal discount to the trade every wln-ie.
Circulars sent tree on application.

97 Water
8tf

as

will

Call Before

equalize the

Insuring Elsewhere.

F. H.
HAYFORD BLOCK,
3m0

Nro.S. No.3
PHENIX I

Street,

Boston.

(iiioil

BEALE, Agent.
Belfast, Maine.

-1'lliu;;'

<

v

>\V.

:it Small Profit-, iti'ol.

LESS than (Vet.

NOTICE.

I'oiiliieh

JAPAN TEA

HAVANA

OOLONG
ST. J AGO
REEF,
RAIMA'S
MUSCOVADO
LARD,
TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS, FISH Nr.
A lull and complete assortment of Groceries, which \r
invite purchasers to call aud examine, and w< will
make prices satisfactory.
WM. !?. SWAN.
A. CUTTER SIBLEY.
tll.i

HOME

Shuttle

Only

-lO Dollars.

TO TIIT JITST IX MAIIKTT.
I.K'KNSKIi.

ON EXHIBITION AT

if you want the best
Market, please call at the

RANKIN, TravdUuuj Ai/mt.

$40 $40 $40

MAi HIM

STRAW SHOP
of S. A. BLACK & CO.,
examine and thoroughly te-t lie
■ Li:

High St., Belfast
HOW I! Mill

I

w u urn:

..mu,sth.

lock stitch

Ukil Tmi or n i:< 11 i * imh
It is cheap, simple, durable, u-eful. ornamental and
im

it

.1

i

rr.iiiled for iiie Vears.

.s. .1. ni .u'K.
:mii

Notice to Lumbermen
copartnership existing under the st vle
HAI LS & ('ot)l'KU
e\| iring by limitut
next month they oiler lor sale their property sitimtone thousand acrabout
Kast Sullivan, consisting <:f
timber land, three stave mills, a circular saw mill, n
sluices, and all
some other machinery, a wharf,
needful appurtenances belonging thereto. AH the uf.
is in good running order, :ui 1 will hi* sold at a bargin order to close-up H
ain! on the most liberal term
concern the coining fall.
Enquire at the store ol flail sof
the
or
lhlfa-t
proprietors on the premia
Cooper
HALLS St COO PE It.
tir»
r

Jill E

>

1

H. J. lOCKE’S —No, 65 Main St.
W. li. RANKIN', AfJ-rnl.

SHUTTLE

Ladies,

the

Sewing Machine!

,S77T(HIES .• 1 LIKE ON HUTU Sl OKs !

:iml2

in'

Sewing Machine I

•W ILSON

R. T.

( iiilcriuhl In \t

B.

riJI.I.Y

premium asked,

Before Purchasing Cali At

n>

___

EQUAL

NO SLAVERY TO LOCAL TARIFFS.

Wliolrsak*

or

r a

GEO. H. HOOD, Gonl. Agt.

Price

rates of

RHail

ke< p-

one

burden between the Company and the assured.

SHIRT

m

First Class.

Only such

d

before October, at

ef-

Returning will leave
day anti Friday evening,

Belfast, April 7, m%

and well selected stuck

DRA GOODS t<> lie closed out

!4
refuses to get one lor you. send the retail price.
want' " and u<
Universal Wringer cR'.Ow, il wringer
-o
are
we
that
th* >
and
sure
of
will forward free
freight,

Beliast, May 1,1800.

the same

at 10 o’clock.
The Richmond is one of the strongest and safest boats
ever built, of rcmurkuble speed, clean and comfortable.
Passengers are assured that every pains will be taken to
ensure their comlort and safety.

yd

mon-

INSURANCE, $40 $40 $40
or

11 ets per

cr

PORK.

K, 1J. GARDNER,

Loss

largo

11*111-

SWAN & CO., having purchased the
dolhr to
Storehouses and Wharf of II..). AN
DKRSON, .J k., are now opening an entire new stock,
consisting in part of the following articles.
CORN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA COFFEE,
RIO
FLOUR. COFFEE

evening.
Portland every Monday, Wednes-

stations, arriving

Best German Corsets, 75 ets.

OVER 40,000 NOW IN USE,

fected in reliable Companies at fair and equitable

steamer city ok Richmond, having
complete order the past winter, will
commence
regular thrice weekly trips between Port*
land and landings on the Penobscot River and Bay,
leaving Portland on Monday, April 12th, at 10 o’clock,
P. M., or on the arrival ot the Express Train from
Boston. Leaving Belfast on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday mornings at 0 o’clock.
Passengers will be ticketed through to Boston and all

STEAM

and most of them sold with the guarantee that the
ey would be refunded if not liked.

■\TriLLIAM
YV Stores,

Til E schooner SENATOR, 31 tons O.M.
Is in good order and well found in sails,
rigging, cable, &c. Will be sold very low.

Save Your

been put in
The
her

No. 5 PHENIX ROW.

'.17 w A mil ST,. ISosTCN.
kind. rcpair. il.

Spool Cotton, 200 yds. for 2 ets

i*

an answer.

against

intermediate

Endicott

Railroap

RICHMOND,

ail

is now established a WONDERFUL SUCCESS.

Fishing Vessel for Sale.

—STEAMER-

CITY OF

Oi-lVringers ol'

A

Boston. Jan. 1 1869—lyr

Quickest anil Easiest Route to Boston!

Now Goods at

everywhere.

GEO. II. HOOD, Gent. Agt.

—

All letters requiring advice must contain

k

Through by

Sold

Prints, 9, 10, 12 and

The celebrated DR. L. D1X
particularly invites all Ladies who need a Medical or
Surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms, H Endicott .St.,
Boston, Mass., which they will hud arranged lor their

Xo. £1

■-

1‘he
the cogs tail to be ol -erviee alien most needetl.
I niverNul has not tbi- tat: 1 objection, hut is Mai*
ranted Duiatile, Impure tor the l M 1 \ F 1I>A1..
and take no o her.

(NEARLY

lonrll, $4.50.

All freight .must he
hy Steamer’s re
eeipts in duplicate. Freight bills must be paid on delivery of Goods.
Orders received at No. 15 Phenix Row, I
S
OFFICE ON THE WHARF.
GEO. G. WELLS
HIS
Agent.
Belfast June 7, ISC,9.

Revenue, just mcci\-d,

quality

special accommodation.
DR. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
CAMBRIDGE,
particular branch ol the treatment ol all diseases peculiar
to
females, it is now conceded by all, (hotli in this counand
the
J.
R.
Favorite
Steamer
CA1*T.
JOHNSON,
try and Europe,) that lie excels all other known praeticioners in the safe, speedy and effectual treatment ot all
K AT AUDITS',
female complaints.
Ilis medicines are. prepared with the express purpose
CART. 1IENRY S. RICH, will run as follows:
of removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness, unLeave BELFAST for BOSTON. MONDAYS, WEDnatural
suppressions, enlargements ot the womb, also all
NESDAYS, ami FRIDAYS at 2 o’clock I*. M.
discharges which how from a morbid state of the blood.
REIIRXI1VO,
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar
both medically and surgically, all diseases ol the
Leave BOSTON for BELFAST, MONDAYS, WED- style,
female sox, and they are respectlully invited to call at
NESDAYS and FRIDAYS, at 5 o'clock I”. M.
Care

1 A

RKt lsicx ol the Commi i-tnr ol Inti:
these bond-ar md
revenue tux ot 1 INI. I’l.U ( KN I
or bonds given b> tow ii' oi cities in .id
railroad, or by nay ol a loan ol cn lit to a raid
company.
Id. i- eon.'idi ,.t ion gi\.
Bid List City Bonds \ <, U ! v
w
A1 >\ AN 1‘A < K over tin* bond' •*!
uid a: e*- w !.
are subjei t to this tax, and muk< < tin m b\ tar the m
desiraldi investnn-i.. in tie mark't.
Nearlylittv t h on .nd dollar- "t t’nse bonds war.
l.elore the vleei-ion vd the Cianmis-ie'ur was it ?iv.
and investers will liml it lor thcD adv.mt ige to m i.d
iluVK't/idtcly, :i- no assurance can Be given'.that any th
more than n limit■
amount u ill be di'posed ot at t o
TIMO. IHoUNRlKK,
rates.
11-10
Cit} Trcusun*

ex-

Siiuoiitoii Bros. tfc Co.

ON and alter .June 7th, the New and Elegant Steamer

Strongest

earnestly solicited.

LADIES.

BONDS,
I

& best WRINGER in the Market.
(mu i:i.i-:_t oi.> an11 not itl.f i-i:i .1 iti:.
:imi thr
Tin only Wringer with 1 N•. mi r.1.1 1
I’ATKN'i stop to prevent the cogs lrom disconnecting
when wringing large articles.
Any sensible person can understand that a Wringer
having eog-whciN which can play apart or dDronuect
when a large article i pit-sing betwei n the roll-, i- little
if any better than one without any cogs at all, because

Hemp Carpetings,\&c.

TIIK

HOWES & CO.

IMPROVED
1 he

Linen Towelling,
Toilet Quilts,

and

15. M A I'll KW

to the internal
railroad bonds,

Tickings,
Bed Spreads,

rpo
1

CITY

Bought and sold ami highest price paid by

■

price

A

tl

Ol.VJXi.L ’.YV

1}>

Feathers,

be found in

F1KLD.

C. I>.

C oin. Drafts ami Komis.
S. A

K< >\V,

It 1

mystery.

no

Phitrs

or

roady

sale of them is

guaranteed.

iiu'i u.
nous in*i.jn rsous can u -my to tie
convenience ol having their plates ilroji at any unexpe.
eii moment, while eating or speaking, and having < .rt
cles ol lood, berry seeds,
oiled under them.
t
use of this improvement, all dillietilty i overcome.
^
cannot throw the plate lrom its place by any movcui.
or
leer
pressure ol the tongue. Neither do you ha\ t
to keep them in their place.
We not only get but ret
the Atmospheric pres-un-uvi r th. entile surf uv ,1

Mo. 7 Knui-

cheap

so

a

H iving I'Un liux .1 <.f l>K. IDl.so.M ir,
exclusive privilege n| iiting till- iin;■
^lient in \\ :il«lo ( ntini V, 1 l.tke |.liMe>U-. in
otb ring it to tin- public a.li-e., rv

i..

of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and
other menstrual derangements, are all treated on new
pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a
very lew days. So invariably certain is this new mode
of treatment, that, most obstinate complaints yield under
health.
it, and the alllicted person soon rejoices in
l)r. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the
other
of
women
than
cure of diseases
any
physician in
Boston.
who
for
may wish
Boarding accommodations
patients
to stay in Boston a tew days under hi treatment.
hiattend
whole
Dr. Dow, since lts-16, ha\ ing coulim
tion to an oflice practice lor the cure *• t Private 1 »i>« :i--e.oitlu
«;'
ackiiow
atni Female Complaint
!.■'•
111
U nited Stall's.
will
M. B.—All letter- mu.-t contain om dollar. »r 111.
not be answered.
Office hours from 8 .\. m. to U i\ >i.
Boston July 25 ISO1.*.

garments, Braces, Stockings,
Scarfs, Paper Collars, and
an endless variety of
articles,

*

neat

Improved Patent

VtlllOSIlllCl'K*

GOLD. SILVER,

Woolen Goods, Flannols, Under-

using,

ness

Falling

garments

1 he

ot coa-t

equally

and
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OF

'll III'-

physicians long since dead.

eoTT

CLSOAKIUGS.
i'H It Id

.1.

es

AND—

We cut

HIM

just received another lot ot tlua. € eleliralrd
.fl Ut llill4‘« jlliilly ge >d Tt title or le
Work.
Sewing Machines ire too well known t*» rei|uiie nr

DOMPhysician
Surgeon,
S
Dll.
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QUACKS AUK NOT IGNOUANT.
| Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
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hPP.LINES,
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n

IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTOUS AND
NOSTUUM-MAK EUS.
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing
no other remedy, he relies upon Mian
lev, and gives it
to all his patients, in Tills, Drops, &e., so the Nostrumadds
to
his
so-called
Extracts,
maker,
ignorant,
Spccilic, Antidote, &c., both relying upon its effects in
it
is
in
various
few
in
a
a
hundred,
trumpeted
curing
ways throughout the land; but, alas ! nothing is said ol
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and
are lett to linger and suller tor months or years, until relieved or cured, il posssiblo, by competent physicians.
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have
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N < >ST U UM-M A iv EUS.
through false certiiicates and references, and recommendsJSu Ihiuember that it .»4 >9 .tin street piu m (.
ations ot their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose
or contradict them; or who besides, to further their im-j
M eed Family F.it»rite •vcnni. n.u liiii«positions, copy from medical books, much that is written for cash, on its installments or on tin workplan. I m
of the qualities andtlhclsof different herbs ami plants
and ascribe all the same to their Till-, Extracts, Specific- j are easy and the Machine the It MsT
&c., most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
Belfast, .July js, lsiip.
tl*i
of the ancient belief ol its “curing everything,' but nowknown to
kill more than is cured," and the-u not
killed, constitutionally injured for life.
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Price “Sets.

THE 1IE8T TYPE CAIII1ETN.
PHEt»8E8 a ud PH I!« TE It 8 *1 ATE It 1A L8,
Made and lurnished by
VANDERBURGH, WELLS & CO., New York.
Good Second Hand Cylinders for Sale.
ATTENTION!

For BOSTON and LOWELL.

accompanied

H. L. LORD’S.

Gall at No. 10

Line !

Independent

or

CUFFS AT

»TTOH till.tLL we PA1MIT our IIOL’8XI EW”, By J. W. Masury, Cl., 220 p., $1.50.
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SANFORD'S

Two Steamers

style, will find it to their advantage to patronize this
establishment.
Goods of all fabrics and descriptions usually doi e at
such establishments, executed with promptness and dispatch, and the public may be assured that no pains will
be spared to merit their patronage.

I.

IHNE.

The Steamship 'll HI. TinnUTTM
will leave Rowe’s Wliarl, Hoston.lor Han
i—nT
iiwi L>-or every Thursday at 12 M., touching a
Belfast, Sandy l’oint, Hucksport and Winterport. Re
turning will leave Winterport every Monday, at S1-2A
M., touching at the above ports. Freight taken at rea
sonable rates.
N. N. I.KWIS «V CO., Agents.
Ho. > * HI aiii Street.
lrttf
Bcltast,_Oct. 26.

WOOLEN AND COTTON YARNS DYED !
Three
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colors out ol
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DR. DIX
reurs to ‘rofes-nrs and respectable Physicianmany of whom consult him in critical cases, because ot
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through
so long exp> rience, practice, ami observation.
AFFLICTED AND UN F<) RT UN A 1 E,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived
by tiie lying boasts, misrepresentations,
s,
and pretention- of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of Sp.-cial
Disease-, and less to the r cure. Some ■.exhibit iurged
i
Diploma-ot Institutions or <’olieges, wliiel, m-ver \
in any part ot the world; others exhibit Diplomat ui me
Dead, how obtaiued, unknown; not only a- uurug and
advertising in names of Close inserted in tin diplomas,

POLTiAP.

A

MENT in the

tfd'For Sale at CAE\ liN II ERVE Y’S, Agent, Belfast.
111 r,
JAMES EMERY Jeweler, Hucksport.

Orders

•B.B Elegant Full l*age Engraving*.
It Embraces Forty Years Recollections of his
Busy Life, as a Merchant, Mauager, Banker, Lecturer and
Showman, and gives accounts of his Imprisonment, his
Failure, his Successful European Tours, and important

DOUBLE

and EYE GLASSES.

1'OHTl.tXU. Main,-.

3ml2

Newell’s

Written by Himself, in One Large Octavo
Volume—nearly soo Rages—Printed in
English and German.

OF THE LARGE

Spectacles

Boston and Penobscot River

GRAY, A. M., Principal,

^^

P. T. BARNUM
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Gents' Department.

PORTLAND

College,
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to

Foundry.

LAZARUS &

L. A.

I'OH

save

LARGEST ASSORT-

havcjthc

Manufacturer of BILLIARD TABLES, with the B»;»ient Combination strip Cushion, superior
to any now in use, at reduced prices.
Cmosl-i
All orders promptly attended to.

Business

UKGILAI*. Gl’.AIH ATK. I’HVSIl'lAN
Aliv KIITISINI. IN I'.iiSI'ON.

STRANGERS AN!/ TRAY FULFILS.
e cape imposition ot foi ign and native
quacks, more i.iuntron^ in Boston than iti otlier l.iry<

DRESS GOODS.

For full information address

In the West and South, flow, why and when to find
them. The wonderlul progress ami resources of the
country. Fresh, interesting and popular. Fine illustrations, A rare chance to make money. Send tor circular to
People's Publishing Co., Springfield, Mass.

ticularly

Hoston, Mass*

•'“FORTUNES

THE

retiring

ONLY

To avoid and

Invigorator tinues unabated.

HENRY HEIMS,
106 SUDBURY STREET,

International Business College Association.

AGEHTS H

Dr. Ham’s Aromatic

fHK

a tact so w-li
known to many Citizens Publisher-, Merchant -. Hotel
Proprietors, &c., thal in much r. commended, and pur

their custom-

wherby

«

SIXTEEN YEARS
ingaged in treatment of Special Disoa.-es,

their GOODS,,

The rush in this

BILLIARDJTABLES.

^SlOMES

HOOK

Catalogues.

Removes from the system the ill effects caused by the excessve use ot alcholic liquors, and cfloctually destroys
the appetite for these stimulants. It gives tone to debilitated mucous surfaces. Effete matter is removed from
the system, thereby restoring it to normal healthful condition. As a medicine it is quick and effectual, curing
the most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaints, and all other Derangements of the Stomach and
Bowels in a speedy manner. This elegant preparation
has stood the test ot years. A wine-glass full before eating will give a good appetite, and prevent all sutleringfrom indigestion. Ladies of weak and delicate constitutions should take the Invigorator three times a day. A
will insure sweet and re
wine-glass full before
freshing sleep. All the proprietor asks is a trial, and to
induce this he has put up the Invigorator in pint bottles
at 50 cents—quarts, $1.00 Principal Depot, 15 Central
wharf, Boston. Sold by all druggists.
Sold in Belfast by *. A. HOWES A C’O.
In Stockton, by .FOIIX 31. A3IE* and .VI fit* ■*.
E. HIRRILL.
1 \5

dr. burgess, he
bought out
will !)•> happy to wait on his old customers and the
public generally. 1 ecth tilled ami restored to their original shape.
Teeth with exposed nerves treated and tilled.
Artificial teeth of 1 lie best quality inserted at reasonable
rates. Gobi and Silver Plate taken in exchange. All
work warranted. Teeth extracted without pain if desired.
G. P. LOMBARD.

Having

|ldxr ^fobertisements.

Iyrl2

send for

PARKER A: CO.,
98 & 100 Summer St.. Boston, Mass.

arranged that patients

so
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boldly asserts, van<l it cannot be contradicted, xc] by !
quacks, who w ill say or do anything, even perjure them
selves, to impose upon patients,) that he

Have been INDUCED to arrange
PRICES

Sj.

MEDICAL OFFICE,

Recollect,

that the

particulars

the best.

never sec or hear
ach ot*e-r
the only entrance to his office i£1. ha\
ing no connection with his residence, consequently no
family interruption, so that on no account can any p< r <»»
hesitate applying at his olllee.
1»R. DIX

bargains,

suits, in such largo quantities

For full

SEWING MACHINE

*2 Eiulitott Street. Ronton. Mann.
is

This offer is more especially to assist Agents in the
Western and Southern States, but is open to all custom-

OFFICE OVER II. II. JOHNSON’S STORE,

Dr. Hall is a sensible man. it is his opinion that moderate, continuous bodily activities
in the open air. with a mind intensely and
pleasurably interested in some highly remunerativepursuit, will cure any ease of consumpREFERENCES.
tion whose cure is possible : and if this fails,
JOHN I). LINCOLN, M. D., Brunswick; J. 11. LOMso will all else.
Anybody who has any ex- BARD,
Dentist, Brunswick: A. V. METCALF, Merperience as to the disease mentioned, knows chant, Brunswick; A. G. TENNEY, Editor Brunswick
Lhis to be true, and knows that so called sure Telegraph; R. II. CUNNINGHAM, M. D., Wiscasaet;
tt32
OWEN St. C. O'BRIEN M. D.. Bristol.
drug cures for consumption are valueless.

I know as well as I know to pray,
1 know as well as a tongue can say.
That the innocent Sultan Shah-Zamau
lias 'hair 111 the city Ispahan.
■

LOMBARD,

obtain the

can

best

ers.

G. P.

nn.
PRIVATE

PSYCHO*!

At

THE WEED

SOLITARY' HABITS,

ND

Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,

their DRY GOODS where

PAY THE EXPRESS CHARGES. For

Ignorance E\|»o*«*«l! Fallacies I'nnuakeil!
C O 31 3E f $ $ l O X & :
Highly important to both sexes,married and single, in
Agents will be paid ten per cent, in Cash or Mercnanhealth and disease! Dr. Farm out's, Paris, London
when
Guide
and
with
her,
lie
had
walked
dise,
She had known sorrow.
they fill up their entire ci.uu, for which
and New York, Medical Adviser, Marriage
we give a partial List ot Commissions :
(If! supped and broke with her the ashen crust,
Physician for all. 81st edition. Nearly f.00 pages, and below
For
onlcr of $30, from a club ol thirty, we
an
l«.o Engravings, upon Gonorrhea, Gleet, Strictures, SyAnd in the dead leaves still she heard Ihe stir
pay the Agent, as commission, 2S yds. Brown or
r»\’
1 lin nnvl It
philis, Seminal Weakness, Impotencv, Intlammatiou of will
(if hi- thick mantle trailing in the dust.
Bleached
Elaborate
treatment
Sheeting, Good Dress Pattern, Wool Square
Bladder, Bright’s Disease, &c., &c.
Shawl. French Cassimere Pants and Vest Pattern, Fine
with recipes and certificates ot cures. Price §1. Mailed
While yi t her cheek was bright with summer
White
Counterpane, etc., etc., or $3.00 in cash.
Dr. IV. S. Gvorgc,
1 loom.
prominent citizen of free. Ollicc, st‘<j Broadwav. New York. Direct letters— large
For an order of $AO. from a club of fifty, we will
Me., died on Sunday !a>t. aged 57 Box sll, New York Post ollicc.
Ih-r country summoned, and shegave her all;
Norway.
pay the Agent, as Commission, 15 yds. Sheeting, One
I
Ami twice war bowed to her his sable plume—
pair heavy Wool Blankets, Poplin Dress Pattern, Handyears. A few years since, when Dr. George
\ XCY or SOIFCIIAIWIIIG. some Wool Square Shawl, Silver-Case Watch, etc., etc.,
Uegave the sword to rust upon the wall.
was in Boston, a pookelbook was abstracted
A wonderful book; it shows how either sex can or $5.00 in cash.
from his pocket containing some SeiodO. All fascinate any one they wish, instantly. (All possess this
For an order of $100. from a club of one hunllegatc the sword, hut not the hand that drew
And struck for liberty the dying hlow;
efforts for its recovery were futile. One day power.) It teaches how to get rich. Alchemy, Dr. Dee's dred, we will pay the Agent, as Commission, too yds.
Nor him who. to his sire and country true.
and Allen's Caballa, Bindings, Sorceries, Incantations, good yard-wide Sheeting, Coin-Silver Hunting Case
the doctor received a note stating substantialFell 'mid the ranks of the invading foe.
Demonology, Magic, Mesmerism, Spiritualism, Marriage Watch, Rich Long Wool Shawl, Suit of all Wool French
etc., etc., or $10 in cash.
ly, that, if he would proceed to Boston, he Guide, and :i thousand other wonders.& Sent by mail for Cassimere,
We do not employ any Travelling Agents, and cuswent
on.
wheel
no;
the
CO., Publishers,
loud,
droning
Long, hut
v, ould hear of something lor his benefit. On ii~) cents. Address T. WILLIAMS
tomers should not pay money to persons purporting to
South Seventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Like the low murmur of a hive at noon;
be our agents, unless personally acquainted.
arriving in that city, the doctor was waited
Long, hut not loud, the memory of the gone
*E*T» HOMEY AlH'AYf) R1 9tE<«ft*llivathed through her lips a sad and tremulous upon at his hotel by an individual who was
TEItCD lETIERK,
muffled to the teeth with a thick coat, and who
tone.

WEED! WEED! WEED!

Believing that the Ladies
titled the right of purchasing

One-Half the Regular Rates.

to be well edukated. for

SELF-ABUSE

|

Incident to Married and Single Ladies’
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections;
Eruptions and all diseases of tin
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body PimpL on
are en- the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousnc < Constitutional and other "Weaknesses in youth and the mop .; !
vanced, at all ages, ot
ROTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

One Dollar for Each Article.

the goods we sell.
The holders of the Checks have the privilege ot either
purchasing the article thereon described, or ol exchanging for any article mentioned on our Catalogue, numbering over 350 different articles,—not one of which can be
purchased in the usual way for the same money.
The advantages ot lirst sending lor Checks are these:
We are constantly buying small lots of very valuable
goods, which arc not on our catalogues, and lor which
we issue checks till all are sold; besides, in
every large
club we will put checks for W.\ rciiKs, Quilts, Blankets, Dress Patterns, or some other article of value,
giving some members of the club an opportunity of purchasing an article for about one quarter of its value.
In every order amounting to over $50, accompanied
by
the cash, the Agent may retain $2.00, and in every order
of over $100, $3.00 may be retained to

4 Vv il l. RE FURFKI I El) RY Du. I., DIX
/ if failing to cure in less time than
any
other physician, more ffectunlly and permanently, with
less restraint from
.cupation or less exposure to all
weather, with safe
plea.-ant medicines.

RIGHTS!

AGEITN

THE M.VCKliEI..

0

WOMAN'S

from our house in One Year, to families, clubs, and merchants, in every part of the country,
from Maine to California, amounting in value to over
were

PHILO CHASE,

Counsellor and

Attorney at

la*.

14 WALL STREET,
Stf

Now

N *>i*k.

